expressed

as

worthy

l-'or the Journal.
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natural product. furnished abunthmtry where, in its many varieties, speaks of a
ml and benidicic.ut Providence, All soils will

I

o.

the total value of the

Ciliows—ifiiy in

tons

hay

crop for ISOS was
Value per ton

j,2i's,ooO.

Total value; .§14.7.10,000.
Add to this onevalue of the pasturage, and we have
non dollars, as the sum total ol the forage

.is
si

■ a Maine,
flic value of the Wheat, Oat, Rye,
••icliwlieat, Barley and Potato crop is given at
ir• dollars.
Add to this one-fourth as value

THE ROLL CALL.

THE GARDEN.

vi

■

same

gentleman,

;

can

i.tancnus

aliiy and quantity. Herds grass, Clover, Red
Foul meadow. Orchards grass, and other
j
isi'ties predominating.
The value of the hay
»ps and pasturage of this Slate exceeds the value
all its other agricultural productions. Aeeordt
returns made to the Department of Agricul-

the

now he looks to me like a weasel that
creep into a small place to catch a rat;
sometimes he is as cunning as a fox, then as
stupid as a jackass, and pretty generally I do
not know what the devil to make of him.”
Here he appeared before the world as an
author and published “The Pickle for the
Knowing Ones,” which contained descriptions of the improvements about his
premises
and matters personal to himself,
occupying a
goodly sized pamphlet, but without a punctuation mark from the first page to the last.
In a later edition he gives the
following direction to the printer: “Fonder mister printthe Mowing ones eomplane ot my book the
fust edition had no stops I put A Nuff here
and they mar- pepper and salt it as they
Then followed a page of stops,
plese.”
quotation marks, etc., for the use of the reader

I'm-; Hua.'S Ci:<.»r. This is tlic corner stong of
Agriculture of this country, and not only of
unitry alone, l.ut of the civilized world. This

:

to

genius of Hillings: “1 have
come to the
conclusion, Mr. B., that man is
a wonderful toad !
Sometimes I think he is
a woodchuck, and
digs a hole to keep out of
sight, until he gets a fair chance at the clov-

HOW SHALL WE FARM ?
Xo. 2.

idtice herbage of some, kind; certain kinds are
aural to each variety of soil. The wants of agriliiure have selected some of the many kinds as
an: mole suited to the general needs, and more
-11) cultivated, also giving the largest returns in

ot the

j

This important appendage to every household,
and necessary one to every farm, should be attended to early in the season; it should be thoroughly
pulverized by being spaded or plowed several
times.

porated
as

Fine baru-vard manure, plentifully incorand thoroughly mixed with the soil as soon

in suitable

condition, should

be

planted, using

a

compost of hen manuure, plaster, ashes, and salt,
in the proportion of equal parts of the three first
named ingredients, to one eighth part of salt, this

drill, with the soil mixed
dropped. Hen manure and
ashes alone, when applied, should be mixed only
as fast as used, as the potash frees the ammonia of
may be applied in the
with it before the seed is

the manure, plaster fixes it. Where salt cannot be
readily obtained, it may be omitted with less detriment than either ot the other three. Gardeners
will find this

a

cheap and valuable fertilizer, equal

guano, or other concentrated manures, while
nearly all the ingredients cun be produced on the
premises, l to not neglect the garden.

They carried

him gently to the rear.
The bravest of the brave;
“'Mortally wounded,” the surgeon said,
‘•Nothing his life can save.”
Darkness had shrouded the field in gloom,
Where many a loved one slept.
And tearful comrades, bending low

O’er manly forms, had wept.
Suddenly up from the couch where he lay.
At midnight calm and clear,
The voice of the wounded boy was heard
To answer loudly “Here.”
“What can T do?” the surgeon said,
And quickly rushed to his side,
“Nothing, Doctor, they were calling the roll
In beaten, and I replied.”
He turned his head, his eye grew dim.
Not a sigh, nor a stifled groan.
But when the surgeon whispered again.
His spirit had sweetly flown.

glare of street lamps again.
They took a ear, and about twenty minutes
later were finding their way up a dark court
yard, into a narrow alley, up flights of rick-

to

the straw and fodder, and we have the sum
ml of their aluc at 12,110,700 dollars. Kxeoss in
due of hav crop over other principal crops united
>7s. ;oo dollars. Allowing these siatnieiits to lie

FOUND IN

gave him sundry orders very rapidly, and
when lie went away to till them, put his hand
on her shoulder and told her to sit quietly
for a lbw moments, and ho would 'go with
her. And then she sat down like a very
child, as she was, and told him the rest of
her story.
Poor green Caleb had never
heard one of those stories before.
They had been very poor she said, ever
since her father died, and that was when she
Her mother had
was about ten years old.
supported them with her needle, and then
.Josey—that she said was her name, .Tosey
Carroll—had been able to sew too; and thus
they had managed to live, but that was all,
and then—the waiter came in with a large
covered basket, which Caleb seized; and,
after lie had paid the bill, he tucked. Josey under one arm, and they hurried up the steep
saloon stair and out into the starlight and the

THE STREET.

ties with which she has been
blessed.
NO USE t on THE

so

!

marvelously

LORD TIMOTHY

DEXTER.

the Eastern Railroad obPassengers
serve, at the left, before they enter the city of
Newburyport from the west, a large house
amid surrounding green, surmounted by a
tall cupola, and this bearing the effigy of a
huge eagle. Before time is allowed for asking a question concerning it, the train moves
by, and the question is rarely asked. This
was the residence of Lord
Timothy Dexter—
a rich and
queer combination of shrewdness,
over

STOWE MODELS.

When Mrs. Stowe and her sister hold up
for admiration and imitation the women of
her young days—-days when “a bride was
married with sheets and table cloths of her
own weaving, with counterpanes and toiletcovers wrought in divers embroidery by her
own and her sisters’ hands”—they seek to recall times that have passed away, we hope
As these ladies will observe,
never to return.
“those remarkable women of old were made
by circumstanceswe can only add a hope
that neither the women nor the circumstances
will ever be reproduced on this planet. In
their own departments, for the tired muscles
of the weary worker, men have substituted
muscles of iron, sinews of steel, and nerves
of brass, propelled by heart and lungs that
can never tire while the coal Helds of Pennsylvania hold out; and shall we condemn
our wives and
daughters to the humdrum ot
the spinning wheel and distaff? No, indeed.
Even the sewing machine is bad enough,
and it won’t be long until some of us succeed
in harnessing the physical forces to it, so as
to give the tired limbs of the sewing girl a

ignorance, credulity, self-esteem, imbecility,
licentiousness, prodigality—who lived in er.
At the close of the Revolutionary War.
Newburyport many years, and died, in the
house above named, October l'O, 1806, at the with the
growing energy of the land, there
age of sixty-five.
were the rarest tacilities for
money,
Ilis life presents a strange catalogue of ot which it would seem lie making
was capable of
events, affording another illustration of the taking
advantage. lie was engaged extenold adage that “fortune favors lools.”
sively in trade with all parts of the world,
Though there appeared to be method in much and in all his ventures was successful. Anil
of lii.s madness, and much that passed for in this connection are
given those tales of
luck seemed really the result of shrewd fore- what is
regarded as luck, but which Dexter
sight, he was nevertheless entitled to the himself claims, in his quaint and bungling
motley garb, though he sported black and as- way, as foresight. A captain of one of his

“I)o you know, Sir, that I am almost
starved—that I have had nothing to eal for ety stairs, and so to a room on the top floor of
sumed to be “the first in the west, and the vessels wanted some
“stay stuff,” which Dexa tumble down tenement bouse, which was
twenty-four hours?”
ter construed to mean whalebone.
greatest
He put
philosopher of the known world.”
THE POSITION AND PROSPECTS OF THE
The young man started at this unexpected Josey’s home.
Timothy Dexter was born in Malden, near chased all there was in the market, caused a
licit, wr havi a large balance in favor of the
There was no fire in the little stfive; a flutGRAND TRUNK.
address; then turned and regarded the speakBoston, in the year 174:1, and was bred to “corner,” and made a strike. The purchase
I iv interest in this Slate.
er for a moment curiously.
tering bit of candle burned on a rough pine holiday.
tiie leather-dressing business, which business of
wanning pans for the West Indies resultDuring-the two years ISfis and I still, 4r>(i miles of
and upon the floor, upon a mattress,
as a
Maine is set down
table;
grazing Stale, her
The
scene was Fifth Avenue, and the
was almost exclusively confined to Charles- ed in the
the line have been ierailed with new rails of much
ItEQUIltEMENTS OF Ol li CIVILIZATION.
employment of tho lids for strainers
with
a few old quilts and rags,
and
covered
n. ue, natural ennliguratiou of surface, diversity
was
near
heavier weight than those originally laid. This is
midnight.
town.
This was the time when deer, sheep the pans for ladles, and a
It is a singular fact that we often meet peolarge sum was
all point to the leading pursuit that should an average 'of Ifit! mill's a year, the rails having
Horses and carriages were dashing over lay ’huddled the widowed mother and the
and goatskins were prepared for clothing, made. There are other
things named that
ple who, having come down to us from the and at
all others be pursued—to. I, raising. Our been partly imported from England, and partly the pavement, conveying gay parties from poor little brother.
the
the
of
his
were equally wild; but the one
period
apprenticeship,
rolled at Toronto, Portland, ami Detroit tortile theatre or
thing th:u
Caleb dropped his basket, and. saying that days of stage coaches, two shilling postages
supper.
i'.though long andeold. are generally healthy different sections uftbe line.
secret of preparing morocco, similar to that
gives character to his shrewdness was Ids inThe
air
was crisp and chilly; the stars lie would be back in a moment, tied to a cor- and whale oil lights, are anxious to revive
summers are warm and saUilivious. All kinds
from the Levant, was discovered, a vestment in the
During IsTO it is intended to lay about 17n miles
Newburyport bridge, the conwhich lie had seen a boy about the habits and education of these old times lirought
of new rails, of which .70 miles will lie of the very shone cheerfully above; the lamps gleamed ner grocery
-In, k thrive well, when properly kept and tendin the days of gas, telegraph and lightning- part of the monopoly of which Dexter proba- struction of which he favored, and in which
as In' passed.
steel.
best
Hessemere
man
was
the
closing
brilliantly below; yet
young
Manv of our hill' alford the richest and best
Commencing business at he largely invested This stock yielded a
These steel rails are to lie laid between Kingston thus
Five minutes later lie was back in the room, express trains. Their highest ambition is to bly enjoyed.
suddenly accosted, in the most fashionhi no State is the miaUly ol and Sherbrooke where the climate is most severe
twenty-one, he by industry and frugality be- grand return, the shares in which formed a
i-rj pasturage,
able thoroughfare in New York, by a strang- with the boy following, laden with coal, wood have clean linen, make good butter, and came
and the difficulties of working a railway in winter
; and mutton superior to ours, with the same
thrifty, married the widow of a neigh- principal feature iu the bequests made in his
save money—points that are all very comer who had had
nothing to cat for twenty- and candles.
leather-dresser, and had accumulated will. Ho left two thousand dollars to be put
our horses nr-- world-re- the greatest.
boring
Is and attendance,
but
do
lire
that
not
the.
with
his
hands
made
own
fulfill
lie
Then
mendable,
altogether
No more iron rails will lie imported from Eng- tour hours.
several thousand dollars in specie at the close at interest for the benefit of the poor not in
need hut a passing notice here. land, tlie
vv111 d, and the)
the
of
modern
lie
civilization
which
an accomplishment he had learned when
No wonder he turned to look curiously at
requirements
quality of those sent out of late years havof the war. At this dark period, when the the, workhouse; and also
involves wider necessities.
gave the town of
attie compare well with those of other »ec- ing proved unequal to hear the strain of a Lower her !
was a boy at tlio old homestead,
They tell us to national
lie
will
of
steel
rails
miles
Canadian
winter.
currency1 was reduced to a merely Malden three hundred dollars for a bell, and
Fifty
1 umber is plenty, shelter and fencing can
The candles were lighted, the table was limit our desires, being ignorant of the truth,
or dale Gordon, as his intimates call- i
Caleb,
j
nominal value, and it was sacrificed at a ruin- the sum of two thousand dollars the interest
in future every year from England, until
in most of imported
the mother and little boy were seat- that the extent of our desires is the measure
pi .cured with far 1 ■> expense than
the whole distance from Kingston to Sherbrooke i„ ed him, was a hard-working young journalist1 spread,
ous discount. John Hancock and Thomas of which for a hundred
of
that
our
and
the
is
at
and
advice
years was to be dewere
like
work,
is
when
exdear
ed
and
culture,
then
to
:
—hard
is
intended
;
mil
lahot
nof.so
It
also
von
linn
but
well
laid with steel rails.
re fa
fairly
they
;
working
paid; for he was a!
Russell, Boston merchants, attempted to voted to the support of the gospel.
fhe lending ol hocks and tend the steel rails as far West as licllville. and vastly clever and rapid writer, and found a I he saw how hungry they were, then Caleb telling a man to cut otl his feet when he
as in man. oihei Slides,
the
this
public confidence by buying
En-t t» the boundary with the United States.
wants boots.
And so persistent are these sot keep) up
market for all ho wrote ; besides being j broke down.
a. id'
pleasing and hi iihful employment.
which attracted the attention of
The balance of the’ 170 miles to lie miaul this year ready
ONE HALF GUILTY.
mo ivmuow, ana (Haunt sages in recommending us to restrict money,
ana
on the
no went
stall’of
one
as
openea
II ..nr
a,' to be peeuliarH adopb I to this branch
Toronto
regular
lie
maniifaetured
at
of
iron
morning
paper
will
Portland,
Dexter, tor he believed such men
sec our desires and “simplify” our tastes; to young
didn't
the
hut
he
at
looked
out
stars;
musical
and
dramatic
critic.
and
Detroit.
I Vgiii ultiiral industry
A fellow named Donks was lately tried at
| confine ourselves to the
would do no unsound act, and proceeded to
nt' sieepers mrouguom me wuoie lines are ui a
vmi in pursuit 01 tins
gratification of home- invest
IKfl. ti |.» iiihkc
let I!)< (
are many I !i:ii'r- y.-i
part ot ms vocation them, for his eyes dropped tears too many to J
every cent ho possessed, and all that Tuba. Cal., for entering a miner's tent and
II requires about forty j ho had that
\en satisfactory condition.
with
which
them
the
ly
see
pleasures,
been
to
the
French
signifies
through.
evening
opera
'lock grower's i*:ir.n 1 i-«■.
his wife possessed, in purchasing the govern- stealing a bag of gold dust valued at $81. The
Many |»:tsturcs thousand new sleepers every year to keep that!
And presently a white hand was slipped in- obtaining of mere material necessaries (and i
to hear ‘Genevieve’—had stepped into Delrenovat ing and ivncu ing.
All doubt testimony showed that he had once been emVery ninny fields branch of the work in good order.
: ment scrip that was in the market.
and
beans
at
that
we
often
feel
as
iio
turned
and
that),
around, Josey said, pork
The ballasting of the line is also receiving niton- j monico's for a light supper, and was on his to his,
■11
was soon after removed by the funding sys- ployed there and knew exactly where the
:i
higher stnt'' < t riiltiv:ition. These needed lion. About
and
to
them
in
so
to
turn
from
us
all
00 miles were ballasted last year, and ! way down to the office to write up his even- “Don’t cry! you have made
happy, j tempted
disgust,
tem oi Hamilton, and Dexter had realized a owner kepi his dust; that on the night speei
'i 111"'
mid improvements will naturally conn* it is intended to ballast about one hundred
miles i
an'd you have saved us so much! Don’t cry!” exclaim; “(live me the luxuries of life, and
ing’s work.
more is tied he cut a slit in the tent, reached in, took
.i*t
with tin* increasing interest in cattle 1ms- yearly during this and the two following years.
princely lortunc, lor mat day.
j He had no one but.hini.self to take care of,
Caleb pressed her hand : then he looked at i I will dispense with the necessaries.”
These several improvements will rapidly make
hardly an instance, in our own season of the bag, and then ran off. Jim Butler, the
;iidry.
he
hut
would
said
he
must
and
his
made
watch,
to
his
A
nil
go,
AVOKTHIF.lt
WOMANHOOD
AVANTKD
wants,
money enough
supply
Grand Trunk equal to any railway on this contiquick fortunes, that can surpass this for rapid- principal witness, testified that he saw the hole
!
MIL! tliis part ot the subject. let its turn olIV
nent.
including light suppers at Delmonico’s when come to them the next morning. And then
These thoughts have been forced upon us by ity, hut the only claim to shrewdness that can cut, saw the man reach in, and heard him
: ntiuii to some ot tin- more prominent grasses.
and
went
the
last
two
the
them
have
rehands
with
lie
he
shook
out, the evidence of
desired them ; and knew very little about
all,
During
years
Company
changes that must take place he soon in it is in the imitation of Hancock runaway.
This leading and indispensable part of ceived lie large and powerful freight engines from the
(im.u.
poverty and wretchedness of the under while the blessings and prayers of the pom- in the education of our young women as well and Russell, that has little more merit than
“1 rushed after him at once," he continued
besides
a considerable number built at
Glasgow,
ele^d
of
the
ii.r age crop is
t’*dlowing
widow followed him.
world of the great city he lived in.
oiupD
“but when I eotehed him I didn’t lind Bill’s
as our young men.
While we deprecate any mi "lit lie claimed for instinct.
Portland and by the company itself in Montreal,
nt- according to Prof. Morton :
It was nearly daybreak before Caleb had
Therefore he queried in a tone of surprise,
lo replace old or small engines, which, from length
With the acquisition of fortune came the bag; but it was found afterwards where he
system that would tend to convert the latter
1.
of service, are no longer of much use.
tin.
Soda.
Potash,
During the after looking at the questioner for a moment, finished his otliee-work, and go- home to his into mere tenders of machines, much more
for distinction, hut society of that had throwed it.”
craving
last six years, about 01 powerful engines (irrespec- “Vou say you have eaten
in.
Lime,
in.
.Magnesia.
nothing for twenty- boarding-house; but at ten o’clock he was should we condemn any system, the tenden- period was of a kind that no parvenu foot
“Ilow far did he get when he took the
tive of the 25 from Glasgow) have been thus bought four hours?”
in
the.
tumble-down-tenein
the
room
Silica,
Phos. Arid,
again
of which would be to degrade the former could enter.
The accident of wealth gave dust?” inquired the counsel.
or built to improve the stock.
cy
Very extensive im“A
bit of bread and some coffee last even- ment-house.
< out. Sail,
>.
below even this humble level, and convert no entrance card to the merely moneyed, and
“Well, he was stoopin' over, half way in
provements have also been made to the stock
It was nicely swept, and a bright fire burn- him into the machines themselves.
inn.
generally, which now amounts in all to :*.2.‘> en- ing, and nothing more since the day before
We do Dexter found himself shut out. Boston re- I should say," replied the witness.
and the girl gave a great gulp, something ing, and the few bits ot furniture made to
gines.
f
not want spinning machines, sewing ma- jected him, Salem treated him worse, if anytins \\v m-i‘ that clover requires Lime, Potash
“May it please your honor,” interposed the
During the last two years 200 cars, with wheels between a sigh and a sob, and turned her look as home-like as possible.
or knitting machines for wives: we thing. and lie
and ail, counsel, “the indictment isn’t sustained, and
s;dt in the soil upon whieh it grows, <'lover and axels so constructed that they can run through
chines,
money-bags
alighted,
And three smiling faces met Caleb when he
face away.
in Newhuryport, which he made the scene of I shall demand an acquittal on direction of
want women, and that idl around us
l.ren termed a Lime plant, from its being Iargo- between Poston and Chicago and St. Louis over
‘‘llless my soul!” said Caleb; “come right entered, and a welcome that made the young
the ditferent gauges, have been placed upon the
his exalted career. Lands were cheap, and the court. The prisoner is on trial for enterTHF.ni: IS AIU NDAXT MATKKIAI..
.imposed of this element. If there i> not lime route. They have worked so very satisfactorily along with me and get something.”
That was the last
man blush for very shame.
at that time the failure of some merchants ing a dwelling in the night time with intent
ili»* >«»il, it must 1*" supplied in the form of «<nn- that OoO more have been ordered, and are now unfor
the
of
house.
the
material
tenement
Vou see Caleb was quite green—he had day thoy spent in
production
good women,
j who had ventured too largely enabled him to steal. The testimony is clearthat lie made
der construction.
11■ •:i lime, plaster, bone phosphate, oi snme other
i
They are being delivered as only been in the
but
Caleb, delighted to have someone to spend which it requires
proper education to de- to
city about six months, havas possible, and the whole 500 will be at
purchase deeply, which he did, buying an opening through which he protruded himmt
yielding material. 1 subjoin a few other rapidly
ing come well recommended from a country Iiis money on, found them comfortable apart- velop. we feel perfectly sati>liod. All this two ‘■palaces," as
work by the end of the year.
they were then regarded, self half way. and stretching out his arms,
maty s» s of the elov* r plain
Witluu tin* last few months a number of the lead- newspaper, or else he would have given her ments, neatly furnished; hunted up some twaddle about the degeneracy of modern wo- one of which he sold, the other one—that committed the theft.
But the indictment
W hit*- 1 ho or.
lint <. levor.
ing merchants of Montreal formed a Company, to a quarter—or perhaps something worse lady friends of his, who gave the widow all the men is the silliest kind of nonsense.
which we spp from the car window—he oc- charges that he actually entered the tent or
ni.
purchase and lend rolling stock to the Grand Trunk would have come of it, who knows? But as plain sewing she could do. with the aid of a
Pope.
AS
Till'. (tlltl.S
HOOD AS KVKIt.
cupied. Here he commenced that career of dwelling? Mow, your honor, can a man enor oilier Railway Companies.
That Company lias it
-Oil;,.
to.
sv.,da.
was, he took her hand and placed it on his sewing-machine, which Caleb famished her;
That'we are in a transition state; that pas- extravagance, which won for him the. title of' ter a house when only one half of his body
contracted to supply the. Grand Trunk Company
a
inand
in
walked
with her rapidly down a side got .Josey a profitable position
M ;Hi si *.
in,
r*.
public
with :»o0 box freight ears of the very best kind. arm,
.Magi I
sing from the rude culture of our forefathers ■■Lord," that he, with his craving for promi- j is in, and the other half out ?"
I ill \
lia\!■ already been delivered, and are now at street, toward a point where he knew there stitution; and what then?
i
Linn
“I shall leave the whole matter to the jury.
to the higher education that awaits us. we lienee, accepted, an account of which he thus
work.
The whole live hundred will he completed was an oyster saloon that kept
Well, then—that is to say, about six months have reached a somewhat anomalous condiopen all
PI I .A* ill, l:
-ill t
‘-line the first Lord in the Youniiod They must judge ot the law and the facts as
gives:
of
lie
end
this
year.
by
after, when the public institution gave Josey tion, no one can for a moment doubt, lint Stales of
night.
I.
.sill. A
1.
Amereary Now ot Newhuryport it proved,” replied the judge.
Corresponding improvements are also to be made
It was not exactly the place to take a lady, a fortnight’s holiday, Caleb took the whole
The jury brought in a verdict of •■(luilty
in tin- extent and character of the passenger trains
the fault lies with the times and with the pe-. is the voise of the peopel and I cant Help it
dt.
Silica.
t lie Railway.
The Co. at present owns 147 first but it did not occur to Caleb to take her to family—the little brother had been going to online conditions of human
as to one half of the body, and not gniltv as
progress, and not and so let it he gone."
• lass and
school all this time—out in he country to the with the
sleeping ears,—PU being ordinary passen- Delmoniro’s—besides they were past it.
To act in a lordly manner, he commenced to the other half.”
girl of the period. Ileneatli the aniger ears, and HI sleeping cars.
She had said nothing further, but Caleb old homestead. And when the fortnight’s
mu.
ino.
The judge sentenced the guilty part to two
of to day there are hearts a course of dissipation and prodigality. His
line-dyed
garments
A contract lias been made with the well-known
the
Directto
over
Caleb
wrote
noticed
that,
was
she
leaned rather heavily upon vacation
:11k', pia-l-r. tsln-s, >;111, ]'iiosj.!i:ite>, and seaas true and warm as ever beat beneath the
mansion and grounds he at once dis- years imprisonment, leaving it to the prison“Pullman Car Co.” to place their palace sleepingelegant
his
institution
arm:
and
as
resigning Josey’s linsey woolsey of a hundred years ago : the figured by procuring rudely carved figures e.-’s option to have the innocent halt cut otl
they passed a street lamp, ors of the public
lit are good fertilizers lor the .'lover 1 Top.
It will
\p- cars upon the Grand Trunk Railway.
probably take upwards of 21 of these cars to proper- and ifs light shone full in her face, he observ- position ; and one bright summer’s morning eyes that luxuriate upon the beauties that ot great men, whose names were familiar to or take it along with him.
it the stirfaei* they gi\e the Lest IVsllltS.
I
he tucked Josey under his arm once more and till our modern homes are as fond and
ly stock the line. Eight of them are now under ed that slic was very pale.
i- on*' "t tli'- l»«• -1 nt r* iiovating erops. construction in tie
bright him, that he placed in the most sightly situaworkshops at Point St. (diaries,
lie hurried her along, and presently they the widow, and Caleb's uncles and aunts, j
as those that watched the shadows on the tions. outraging taste, hut at which the vulThe happy Chinese
,.»wed under tor green manure, it not only eii- under the direct supervision of the Pullman Co.
How it is punk.
at the saloon, and were soon seated cousins and friends, all stroll'd quietly down
arrived
They will he proceeded with as rapidly as possible,
log walls of our ancestors; and the lingers gar stared and wondered, while the shrewd principle of compromise with that large class
ln*> the soil hy its de*'(imposition, hut leaves it
little
vilroad
and
it,to
the
each
other
in
the
a
small
room,
and some ot them will, it is hoped, be running iu a opposite
quiet country
private
that draw delicious music from the modern laughed. His roof was graced with minarets which is
ht and triable for the succeeding • l*«>]vVapt to be obliviousof the Mth clause
or box, with a table between them.
few months.
lage church; and there Jusey and Caleb piano are no less deft and gentle in the sick- j tipped with gold balls, and everything was of the Mosaic
by-laws was first made fashionWithin the last tew days a contract lias also been
had
as
widows
the
t
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waiter and ordered a glass were married. And,
j
room than those that spun the coarse gar-; resplendent in the. glory of bright paint.
able among Anglo-Saxons, by Wall street.
made with the “Wasson Manufacturing Co,’’ of of
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When Jerome was robbed of his bonds, he
bygone years,
Springfield, Mass., to build 12 of the very best of j it to the
girl, who seemed absolutely ready the old homestead, while Caleb took his little that grazed in long past meadows
1st class passenger ears.
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Washington in his military garb; on the no questions asked, if the deficit should Im>i .*fiii-r impediment, these should he attendStates and are all to be delivered bv the middle of i she did; then he ordered a substantial sup- and Hushed and happy as any robin—back to
A IIoiiitini.K Aii ah:.
In Baltimore one; left, JetVerson, on the
right. Adams. Wash- properly made up. Bank directors learned
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The existing stock of 1st class cars arc being per
ington alone was covered, as he would al- their lessons in this school of tin* brokers
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throats of her four children and her mother, low none other to wear a hat in his
her,
by
good angel
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thoroughly overhauled and improved, and by the
presence, There is an amusing story of this description
ti*l\ nee* ssary should he built, mid those Luilt
never again should be unhappy, or regret Mrs.
end of the present year the passenger cars of the had tinged her cheeks.
Dwyer, with whom she lived. About t lie had some reverence, and always took his atloat. X, the. cashier of a certain bank, had
» attle are often induced to he breach}’, and
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to
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the
Grand Trunk Railway are intended to be equal in
She seemed very young.
Caleb thought that ho had
poor,
o’clock, as appears from the statement of Mrs. hat olf when he passed the statue of Napoleon,
••appropriated” a hundred thousand dollars,
cmly by turning them into pastures not suitably cvcrv respect to those on the best line in the United of his little sister at the old homestead in the starved girl lie hail found in the street.
Dwyer, she was in the house with her daugh- one of the collection. < >11 columns in the and lost it in speculation. The day lor the
States.
and guessed this girl must be about
n.'i-il. Many a valuable animal has heen spoiled
ter and three of the latter's children.
Airs.
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country,
It is intended also to run the passenger trains
garden were figures of Indian chiefs, states- examination of the books was at hand. In
[ From the April Technologist, j
Marsh asked her mother if she had ten cents men,
this neglect. lload fences are perfect nuisances, quicker than has hitherto been done. To assist in her age—about seventeen.
military characters, philosophers—and great fear X. called in his lawy* and asked
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had ten cents herself. She then put on her who doubtless made a
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law to prohibit cattle from running at large, and
help thinking
iris AN OI.I> STOliV.
good tiling out of it. My wife, children, the church, it would h
work. Six of them have been ordered from the i
bonnet and went a few doors and borrowed ! He
be enforced instead of building expensive fences well known establishment, the “Baldwin Locomo- in such a position as this poor creature ; and
a system of changing the names, a horrible scandal.
What can he done
adopted
that
earnest and noble women are
The
cry
felt a strong sensation under his watch
1 he
a butcher’s knife and then proceeding to
for his statues, in order to give
“You can’t raise the monev ?”
protect ourselves, as lias heretofore hern dime, tive Work","' in Philadelphia, and are to be used on
occasionally,
more rare; that rhe places
becoming
daily
school No. It! and calling out her son dames greater
the Portland and Detroit divisions, and are to be pocket, and did not care to speak for a moih *d fences cause the roads t<* be tilled by drifted
“No."
variety—thus the William I’itt of one
of the brave-licarted and gentle are usurped
delivered by dune next. The other six, for use in ment.
aged eight years, cut his throat from ear to j day became the Albert Gallatin of the next.
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body. | A little, paint made all the needed change.
“Kh !” gasps cashier
dred thousand dollars to break road', when if not be verv similar to those to be built at the Baldwin
no means new.
Two hundred years ago
A little boy named Burnett came out of the
“And now you must tell how all this has by
An account of the fate of these images is
not l*c blot kaded.
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As soon as some of the new stock is received it is
more, and the day hefmv
should endeavor to build a portion of their fences
cant, and said the same smart tilings in re- Airs. Marsh rushed at the
intended to improve the train service. Through you.”
boy Burnett lint published some years since: “These images the scrutiny, call together the direct >rs, and
to the same matter; and long before
and permanent manner e i*h \. ar. of
m adnrabl*
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with Pullman’s sleeping cars, will be run
arms
on
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But the girl folded her
he ran and escaped. She then returned to were all in
table,
[trains,
good repair when Dexter died. make a frank confession.”
that time the prophet had asked the people
between Portland and Sarnia in about :*4 hours. laid her head on
hi' best of man iaL.
her home and went into the back yard where The lirst that time or accident threw down
them, and cried—not loudly
X grew interested, asked more questions,
I h time between Montreal and Toronto will
of his day why they said that “the former
proba- but
another son, William, aged seven years, was was the
very bitterly.
bly be about R! hours, and passengers leaving either
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them roundly by telling then: that they “did swinging,
or before ten o'clock the next
four years, being at play nearby. She seiz- * * The rest of the columns stood the sunmorning. These and his voice was a little tremulous; that
FARM NOTES.
When the outraged officers met, X « ithrough trains will be in direct connection at Mon- was a soft point in Caleb’s character; he not consider wisely concerning this matter.” ed William and cut his throat causing instant shine and storms until the
great September overwhelmed with mortification. He was .-t
treal with the through express trains to and from
We have heard many “reverend grannies,”
1.
Pastures < :m be grcatlv ll»\ "owing
never liked to see anybody cry.
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death, and immediately grasped
Boston, and also with the Michigan Central from
happened in 1*115, when most of defaulter for SlUsl,i»«I. It had all gone in
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mixed with :it hast tenfold of it- hulk of leaf passes.
image of the great premier of England, done. I have not twenty dollars. But then
no such voting men and womi n
The gross earnings of the Company have increas- probably liis memories about his little sister ferentiallv,
very feeble, cutting her so terribly that she William I’itt, was sold for a dollar, and an my friends are exceedingly coneerned. They
to.iuM, peat, or loam.
now as they were in their prime.
ed from about live million six hundred thousand had aided him in some occult
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Mrs. Marsh, the murderess, ecclesiastic who had been named the “Travway.
I.
\ milch row is said to require thrrr per rent.
in is:,|, to upwards of seven million one hundred
agree—if you will keep the whole affair si
away with such cast!
about, seventeen, and now that she had
is about twenty-seven years old, was born
I’reaeher’ brought only fifty cents.” lent, give me a letter regretting that 1 am
thousand in isilli, and we are glad to learn that the just
elling
1 hrr weight of hay per day.
a little, that between the wine and the
The skies are as bright to-day as they ever in the county of Kerry, Ireland, and has been The image of Dexter himself, prominent
receipts for the present year so far show a con- gained
\ sheep lull grown, requires three and one
compelled from my health to resign, and
tears she was manifestly pretty, or, at least, were since human history
siderable increase over those for tStilt.
began to record in the. United States about twenty years. among the rest, was not bid on at ail. It is duly testifying to my integrity to privateB
tlf per rrnt. of live weight.
Il is satisfactory also that the credit of all under- Caleb
the changes of the years; statistics show that She was married about nine years ago in j estimated that the cost, of these images ex- collect one third ot the amount am!
so; but so thin— so thin !
thought
place it
I,
\ 11 o\ requires two pel* rout, it lie dor- not
taking of such vast importance to Canada as the
She bail pretty, soft, brown curls, and ten- the men of
to-day are larger, stronger and Baltimore to Wm. Alarsh, a barber, who left ceeded fifteen thousand dollars.
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Liigla.ul. and that it wilftlms he enabled to make
garden rivalled in elegance the garden the pain such a proposition causes me. But
Tight hundred bushels of' ruta bagas. or six very considerable improvements and additions to looked at Caleb, through the mist of her late lived five hundred years ago, and among the work elseAVhere, and he is now said to Ii\
of Lucullus, and was an object of admiration then there is the
family and the bank.”
'indrr.l bushels of rarrnis :uv an av erage crop per its rolling stock, both as regards ipumtity and weeping he thought he had never seen any women there are hearts as brave and
true, in New York city. The reputation and char- to thousands of visitors—many females from
The directors reflected for thirty-six hourquality, and to continue and extend the improve- halt so expressive.
natures as warm and affectionate, minds as acter of Airs. Alarsh is said to have been j the country—and it was a custom with him —Then
ments which have been going on for several years
they called X in, and asked if tieHer figure was trim and neatly clad, but
< arrots produce the rirliest milk, sugar heels
intelligent and souls as noble as ever exist- very good. She was undoubtedly temporari-' to insult such as were strangers, under the money was certain to be paid over. He rewith respect to its permanent way.
The faces of the murdered guise of the
poorly. Her hands were small, but they ed among our grandmothers, of either sex. ly insane.
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greatest liberality in giving them ferred them to a “friend.” All was satist-u
bore the marks of labor, and the forefinger
children as they were placed side by side j fruit and (lowers.
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Sunday, having been run
they were! and the hack of the “lirst Lord” was again and the letter of regret and admiration reTurnips v one, to one and one half,
than did the women of the last century ; but
down on the previous night about eighteen home, and she sat in the arm chair sewing
killed. At It o’clock last night the mother, made familiar with vulgar leather, in the mains in the
Pa rts, pound lor pound.
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family archives as evidence of
of that ? If the chemist of the period is
what
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period—be
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And how she did eat ?
damaging the vessel. The mate, Mr. Peleg
retinue of servants. The dissipation a certain lack of freshness. It is what tieIt.
Salt (chloride of sodium) i" a valuable ferti- l’atten, was knocked
Singular Occi'ukexce. Near the Cottage ! princely
Caleb had never seen any one very hungry condemned to wear dingy madder ? And if
overboard and drowned.
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tyranny
doing for years. Half the
/.er, when applied it the rate of about eight bushels
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from home with blows, the next paid a large ed,
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provided he guarantees that the deficienpiano, is it to be supposed that she When the road was improved at this point, sum to come back.
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passed on without stophis daughter not much better. of Wall Street.”
about fifteen toot nearly to a level with the profligate,
»o|. It takes from three to "i\ months to reduce ping to render them any assistance, although if he could help it; and then he thought of his
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weight
deposi- hung with curtains that rivalled those of the
requested to do so. Had the schooner been little sister once more.
hem to fineness.
loaded she would have soon sunk, as
And at last the supper was eaten (of course,
Tiiiutv Mini tk.s Oi.n. A few weeks ago,
These old croakers forget two things : In ted has since caused eruptions ot the surface Ilaneoeks and Otises, became
!»;.
Sulphur is a preventative of vermin on stock, deeply
filth}’ through
from
the
track, but the larg- the domestic
she was cut down nearly to the water’s eilo-e. Caleb took nothing, for Delmonico had sup- the first place, that the grandmothers of t he about forty feet
that were held in the a babe was left at the New York Foundling
I'ivrn in provender, and applied to the outside.
orgies
est eruptions took place on Wednesday morna
at the farthest, could
Such conduct fin the part of the captain of The plied him); and as she looked up, and lie period were once
fine rooms.
17. 'frees planted upon the western, nothern.
girls, as wild as any girls
Vulgar books and paintings Hospital bybeenman, that,minutes
is deserving of the severest condem- asked her if she would have anything else, that we have now; and, secondly, that the ing last. The event was attended with a denoted the
old.
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extrav- not have
taste,
and eastran sides of fields, protect the crops, attract barque
prevailing
though
rolled in a piece of eotton rag, when
and we hope the name of his vessel she said : “I am ashamed of myself for eat- greater refinement, the higher education, loud sucking noise, which was heard some
nation,
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sums
were
for
tawInvito
agant
paid
the moisture,
gilt bindings,
insect, destroying birds, predistance. Air. Snell’s house, which is near
taken from the basket—the gentleman had
will yet be ascertained and the matter fully ing so much; but 1 was so hungryand and the nobler views of the modern
dry frames and more tawdry pictures.
girls are
vent snow from being blown away, break eold and
the grace to ring the bell—it was thought to
then she went to crying again, but still silent- things that the old fogies who have descend- by, suffered considerably, the cellar totally
Advertiser.
[Gloucester
He
He
investigated.
had
small
for
ministers.
regard
destructive winds, render the holds more producly. And then, alter a little, Caleb got her ed to us from a former generation are totally disappearing from view, and leaving the held them to a strict accountability. “1 sup- be dead, but restoratives were quickly aptive, shelter fogs.
which produced a feeble
unable to understand. That the girl of the house buried in the mud about one foot. pose," said lie,
A man in Alleghany county, N. Y., who story out of her.
respiration
"they are good men; but I plied.
Is.
Another singular feature, as we are informed
was crying because she had a
lor a moment, and while the faint animation
she
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brother a few dollars, and $5000 for the
ter? They arc always at sword’s points, and
baptized, and,
cows,
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and lack of a better, named John Smith
lh.
Trees do best transplanted in autumn. \
who were just as hungry as she was, and and tend the babies, we have no doubt, lor of stumps of large trees, which look like ebo- will not enter each other’s
or hardly
erection of a monument to himsell.
pulpits,
who would not have any kind friend to give we have seen her do it on more than one oc- ny. The earth which was cast up looked like I nod at each other in the streets.” He liked I'lic Christian rite was hardly over when tilt[Boston Herald.
A paragraph is going the rounds about a girl in
The safe in the law office of Hamilton Har- them food; and how she had come on this casion, when necessity required. Hut if she lampblack.
old Parson Milton because he was not afraid quivering eyelids above the eyes that had
< Tester,
N't., dying from tight lacing. An editor, ris, in Albany, N. Y., was robbed of $50,000 night with a wicked purpose in her heart, be- should prefer the coarse associations that acto “roast sinners to a crisp” but he had too never opened were still, and the little spirit
mmnenting on tlx* fact says: “These corsets worth of bonds on the
that she could not bear longer that company a life of what is called
The following advice is from a Newburg much of the “Alphin and Omegin” for him. fluttered np to the glory of God; the mighty
it,
roughing
night of the 27th nil. causeshould
huuld he done away with, and if the girls can't
of birth, life, and death solved in a
go hungry; and how that when to the refined and elevating influences that paper: “Press on, young man though
they
live without being squeezed, we suppose men can
you be “I wish,” said he to his elockmaker, regard- mystery
she spoke to Caleb her own hunger overcame in the nineteenth century have made our
We know a youth who, with only his ing these ministers, “that you and I had the single hour.
he found who would sacrifice themselves. As old as
Governor Palmer, of Illinois, trims his sails to
poor.
was so selfish, so
wo are, we would rather devote three hours a
wickedly sel- Christian homes the nurseries of modern two hands and a crowbar, opened a jewelry winding of them up; if we hod, they would
day. as the Democratic whirlwind by the declaration that her—and she
she must go. But Caleb civilization, site would
now
brevet eors t, than see these girls dying oil' in that "the war is over, and llie men are to vote just as fish—ami
deny her birthright store, and now he is living in a fine stone not tick so loud, and would go better than
There are 4.'i,000 school-teachers in France,
manner. Office hours almost any time."
they please."
started up and called back the waiter and and prove false to the intellectual opportuni- residence in Sing Sing.”
they do now.” His idea of th'e abstract man. according to late satisfies.
From Hie Montreal
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ADROIT ROBBERY.

AN

While this vicinity is excited over the recent bank robbery at Rockland, an account
of a more successful one. conducted upon a
difficult plan, may be of interest. It took

place in Auburn, X. Y., and is thus related
b\ the Daily News of that city.—
tin* must daring ami successful robberies
die annals of'crime in this city, was perpetrated
broad daylight yesterday upon the Auburn City
National Bank. r.o. Briggs, cashier. The particulars of this bold transaction reveal a degree of
ipiict perseverance on the part of the depredators
in tin* pursuit of their design, and of coolness in the
a. t
of it*- accomplishment, that marks them thieves
in' mi ordinary stamp.
As nearly as can be assertained, these robbers
are four in number.
They have hung around the
bank for several days, occasionally transacting
but
business,
generally lounging carelessly near the
depositors' desk, eveing the operations of the hank.
One of the men is above the medium height, lias
indy mustache and whiskers all around, and
neatly trimmed, and large and restless eyes. A
hurt man accompanied him, having dark hair and
whiskers. These two were well dressed. The
..titer couple were shabbily clad; one of them was
lull, dark
otiiplexioned, "without whiskers: the
,.tiier being rather under size, with haggard, ugly
e, reddislt whiskers, but no mustache,
me of the genteel fellows entered the bank reeiitly, passing down to the Cashier's desk, and
iiTiiwing a directory, which lie took and studied
fur about ten hour, standing to the left of the cnranee and in such a position that he could examine
Ha* interior of the hank vault, the door of which is
always open during business hours. Nothing suspieioiis was thought of the circumstances, though
the time it was considered queer.
Yesterday noon, while Mr. Win. II. Meaker, the
p del
and Charles O’Brien, the bookkeeper, were
at dinner, one of the members of the gang made
hi-'appearance and engaged Henry O'Brien thedis>iitit clerk in conversation concerning the investiii
hi uf some money in bonds for the benefit of
utiie
irplia i, asking innumerable questions about
tin* pay an nt of interest, ,Ve.
Alioul the same time,
tie* uther well dressed thief came in and offered to
buy nine revenue stamps of Mr. Briggs, the cashi. r.
lie engaged Mr. Briggs in conversation, yvlto,
with the discount clerk, were standing with their
lawks toward the money vault. The men yvere
plausible and cool and did not excite the slightest
n -pieioii even in the mind of Mr. Briggs, who is a
A iter a feyv minutes'talk the men
veteran banker.
one of

in
in

..

•.vent out.
ii
mm yesieruuy
!i:l|'|m
uuy upon
hit'll 11n- (’liilcil Slates Bunk Examiner had agreed
in,ike hi- periodical examination of the affairs of
11n- hank. At tin* close of the business of the day,
rite examination began and was conducted until it
becanic mve--ary to count the funds which every
National 1! ink is obliged to constantly keep on hand
■
Mr. Briggs, stepping into the vault
a reserve.
in (|itcst of lbe reserve. Instantly discovered somewas
wrong and that packages of greenbacks
ibing
and Hole.- amounting to sill, 17b had been abstracted
He instantly came to the conclusion that a robbery
id b-cii c ommitted
inquiry elicited facts which
ripened conviction to certainty. In rear of the
"iiiit.ng room of the bank is the Director's room,
having a door and two windows, opening upon the
The
.iii':i back of Terrill, Johnson »V Co's, store.
discount clerk about one o’clock found one of these
windows open. And .tabes: Gould and others in
Matthew** restaurant saw a man dressed in black
.•liter the area between I'2 and 1 o'clock and pass
ii again in a few moments, walking rapidly and
irninga small travelling satchel,
rticsc fads will throw sufficient light on the prneding t explain the whole nwihis Oj>rr<initi. It
vsconducted with the most consumate skill
throughout, owing its success purely to nerve. It
however, not a little singular that any man who
leads tie papers -hotild not have his suspicions
iroii cd at observing a stranger with a carpet-hog
Icai.- lbc rear of the bank. Those who saw the
i-la. kleg ill and about tlie area could leu t'irusfraI the whole clicmc of robben
uni

was mu

\v

in

■

Bqntblkmi

3ouvm\L
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MS'S. M. Pettendili. & Co., 0 State St., Boston,
and :t? Park How, New York, are our authorized Agents
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertisements.
MS'S. R. Niles, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court St.,
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MS'T. C. Evans, lor. Washington Street, is an authorized agent of this paper.
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receipt
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On

lie lias

since been

0 rened in iliicity as an idle and disorderly
per-,on. Hi- age is about forty years, and he
an old counterfeiter,
lie is about gone
w ith
eoii-iiniplion. About one year ago he
was arrested on
suspicion of robbing the safe
of (lie Douglas Axe Company.
('barley Height is a graduate of the Charlestown Slate Prison, a burglar by profession,
about thirty years old, and was connected
with the Norway Hank robbery.
Tlie most notorious of the suspected parties
1 John \V. Kami, better known in this vicinity as Jack Hand, though in Canada lie goes
Ip tin- name of .lack Stewart. He is over
nl'ly years of age, and we believe lie is a naiive of New Hampshire; at any rate he has
done the State some service, in the penal intitution at Concord.
He first came to this
ill with his brother, a noted gambler, who
died some years ago, and he is himself a
gambler, having the reputation of being the
oe-i domino player Ii
ing. He lias been under arrest many limes—once at Richmond,
\
has lately been in business as a broker
.hi Hrattie street, and as a dealer in horses is
well known in sporting circles in Boston,
and weighs about 2}ii pounds. He has been
ii
-pert ed of connection with two or three
vei l' extensive robberies within a few rears.
Huston Herald.

likely

to come

thereof

an

officer is authorized to seize

intoxicating liquors or the vessels containing them,
by virtue of a warrant therefor, lie may seize the

a

St-.ce Committee tor

a

ness that may be deemed expedient.
Everv City, Town, and organized Plantation will be
entitled to one Delegate, and an additional delegate for
every 7j votes cast for the Democratic candidate lor
Governor at the State election ot
and a traction ot
118 votes will be entitled to an additional Delegate.
No
will be entitled to a seat in the Convention
whose residence is not established in the City, Town, or
Plantation, which he claims to represent.
The State Committee will be in session at the Preble
House, Portland, on the evening previous to the day ot
the Convention, and at the Koception Room at City
Hall, lrom D to 11 o’clock on the day ot the Convention,
to receive tlie credentials ot delegates, and to hear and
determine all cases that may come betore them, subject
to the ratification ot the Convention.
Cognizant of the fact that there are thousands ot citizens ot Maine, not now identified with the Democratic
organization, who, whilst they openly reprobate the extravagance and corruption ol the dominant party, yet
heartily approve the reforms demanded, and ttie prominent measures advocated -especially that ol Fit EE
TRADE- by the Democratic party, the Committee cordially invite all such to take part in our primary meeting-.,
and to participate in the deliberations ana actions of our
State Convention.
.I AMES H. BUTLER, Penobscot, Chairman,
HENRY FARRINGTc>N, Lincoln, Secretary.

delegate

ALONZO GARCELOX, Androscoggin.
JAMES C. M A DIG AX, Aroostook.
CHARLES E. MORRILL, Cumberland.

Now it is an “unreasonable search and
seizure-' which thus proceeds against an art iele
which the laws of the railed States collect
duties upon, and of which the State of Maine
constitutes itself and the several towns

legal retailers.
carefully guards
warrant, as

When the constitution so
the search and seizure, by
to declare that it must particular-

dcsoribct.hu place and thing, under oath, is
it to be supposed that a law can be sustained

ly

which prov ides for search and seizure withany warrant, at all? If so, we should
like to see tlie reasoning by which the Republican would support it.
In conclusion, we hope the Republican
out

won’t try to state our argument better than
have put ii ourselves. We eopv its remarks fairly and fully. Now let it do the
we

F. J. BUTLER, Franklin.
MONROE YOUNG, Hancock.

same,

ACGUSTUS BAILEY, Kennebec.

■

clear,

not

Candidate lor Governor;
same without a warrant, and keep them in some
the political year com- safe place for a reasonable time until he can promencing .Ian. 1st, lsrijandto transact any other busi- cure such warrant.
To nonPuate

To elect

E. K. O’BRIEN, Knox.
ALVAH BLACK, Oxford.
l.i.Mi: Um k Hank Roubkus. The
ANDREW WIGGIN, PiseataoiiK
i.iiro.l ii'. i'!i"'a*'i'il in the robbery of the Lime
A. J. FULLER, Sagadahoc.
ALBERT MOORE, Somerset,
11..el. Hank, at Rockland, .Me., are among the
CHARLES H. TREAT, Waldo.
11lost noted
iTacksmen” In the Tnited States.
GEO. W. BURNS, Washington.
I lie Traveller says that Adams, alias Moore,
WILLIAM EMERY, York.
Democratic State Committee.
who is best known as the principal of the
lu, 1670.
May
; ivat Concord Hank robherv, now lives most
.•I the time in New York, under the protection
CUMULATIVE VOTING.
of a,me of the poliee. of that city.
He is
about forty years of age, lias been known to
Tln> plan of cumulative voting, or minority
ihe poliee some twenty years, and began his
in public bodies, meets with
c uver as a
passer of counterfeit money. Of representation
l ib- he has been keeping a liot.pl on the Har- favor, and is
likely to be universally adopted
lem road.
in this;
country. The [dan may lie briefly
tosh. Daniels i- an old Boslonian, though
d late he ha spent much ol his time in New stated as that of enlarging the districts, so
V. rk.
He was arrested in lstil with the no- that each shall send several representatives,
t. .lions
dim Kdgertnn,” on suspicion of rob- and allowing
every voter l>> east, as many
bing a store under the Pine Street. (’hureli, Imt ballots as there are representatives. For invet

cases are

without warrant.

amendatory

HALL, POHTLAXU,

), Jan? 2S///, 1m70, at 11 o'clock A. M.,

1 iti.

to

Custom House

before the Supreme Court of Maine, unless
the application of the laws of the United
States get warped as badly as those of Maine.
The Republican finds it convenient to ignore
the point we make in respect to the seizure

We will state it again.
The Constitution of Maine says—
The people shall be secure in their persons,
houses, papers and possessions from ai! unreasonable searches and seizures, and no warrant to
search any place, or seize any person or thing, shall
49"in sending money, state THE POST OFFICE to
: issue without a special designation of the
which the paper is sent.-ft*
place to
lie searched, and the person or thing to be seized,
nor without probable cause,
supported by oath or
DEMOCRATIC STATE CONVENTION.
affirmation.
1 lie intensified hijiior law provides thiU—
The Democrats of the several Cities, Towns, and Plantations of the State of Maine, an- requested to meet in
In all eases where now bv anv of the provisions
Convention, to be holden at
of said chapter or any arts additional thereto or

■

managed

The Belfast Journal has ascertained that the section of the amended liquor law giving authority to
the officers to seize liquor without warrant, and retain it until a warrant can be obtaiued. is unconstitutional, and that the Supreme Court will so decide.
Perhaps it will. But until the Supreme Court deckles that Custom House officers cannot seize smuggled goods, or that a thief who is detected carrying
away stolen 'goods, cannot be arrested without a
warrant and both the thief and goods detained until a warrant can be obtaiued, we think it will uot
decide it to be unconstitutional for an officer to
seize liquor that is contraband, wherever he may
liud it. Some people have the impression that an
officer may enter any place of busiuess or house for
the purpose of a search without a warrant, under
this provision. We do not think so; but we do
think, that having effected a peaceable entrauce,
should he see any liquor, he would be at liberty,
should he see fit, to confiscate it, and carry it to a
place of safety until a warrant could be procured.
We think there arc few officers who would demand
an entrance into any building in the name of the
State of Maine, for the purpose of making it search,
without a warrant. There never can be a furore
got up on such an issue as this. The Journal might
as well undertake to raise a
panic about the long
tailed comet which it has been asserted will sweep
the earth on the seventeenth day of next October.
The people of the State are just now in the mood
of putting a stop to rumselling, and will not be disposed to be very fastidious as to the means, and
will be likely to sanction quite large liberties. [Maehias Republican.

by

ours, and not indict upon itself the

injustice of virtually acknowledging that, it
reply to us without misrepresentation.
We dislike to see the Republican so greath

cannot

humiliate itself before
brethren of the press.

the

public and

its

“tjuidam,” writes

to the Bangor Whig,
'Ids paper, in connection with
••temperance movement” in this city,

complaining ot
some

and says—
This was the third meeting held and yet the Journal of this city lias not yet notice,I the movement
by a word or sign.

We think there It,is been an omission, and
take this occasion to say that, the pismire called tjuiriam climbs once a week to the rostrum
ot the Methodist
Vestry, and feels indignant

l‘ S.
If future
every one don't see hint
notices are wanted please again call attentatives to the Legislature, allow everv voter
in th(> county to cast, eight votes, lie may tion.
cast them for eight dilferent, candidates, or
“Ibogenes,” alias .Jerome t lie fishmonger at the
divide them among different ones, or east corner, daunts the stars and stripes right in the
face of the Journal man. [Prog. Age.
them all lor one candidate. The minority
Wouldn’t our neighbor judge, from recent
party can then have as many representatives
experience, that it is a more pleasant way of
as its strength entitles il to have.
stars than to run against a man’s list?
The representation of minorities, when seeing
stance, it Waldo

enmity sends eight represen-

considered in a broad and philosophical view,
is highly important. A majority may lie

tyrannical, overbearing and heedless of the
rights of the minority. This plan will enable
the oppressed class to be heard, by concen-

trating

their ablest men. and electing
right which may he of great benefit
public welfare. The question should
on

il

—

M vi.NK Mi n u. M.vkixk [nsi imnci: < u.mi'any.
Weeall attention to the advertisement of the above
newly ehartered and organized eompany, loeated
at Bangor. It is a sound eompany. under intelligent, experienced and honorable management, and
affords one of the safest insurance mediums in (tie

Maine men who have gone abroad for
marine insurance have received some severe lessons
in the hard school of experience ot late. Pestering
not be considered in the narrow view of the
suits from such concerns as the Columbian Insurparty interest of to-day—for with the changes ance Company have resulted. In the ease of the
constantly going on, men are likely to find wrecked ship Live Oak, of this port, the voyage
new associations as old issues die out, and risks taken by companies in Maine were promptly
settled, while a portion of the owners are yet batold

them—a
to the

questions

ilit'

rights

are

settled.

of minorities to some share in

country.

tling

for their rights, in the courts of other States.

the conduct of public affairs, which has had
The plebiscitum. in France, about which so
so much attention in
England, and so little much is said, is tint
submitting to a vote id’
in this country, has been brought to a trial in
Masonic. Tin* < i rain I Lodge culled on at nine
the people certain proposed changes or re<<
l<*« k \<*sti*i’d:iv morning. The new Grand
Lodge Pennsylvania. In lllooinslmrg, a town of forms in thegovonHiient. The vote just record«.i (vmel«ec was
recognized. The hour of 10 Thurs- six thousands inhabitants, the Pennsylvania ed
is G..000.000 yes, to l.oiiO.OOO no. It realI 1 > morning
aligned for installation of ofti- Legislature having passed a law to deline
amounts to nothing more than a shrewd
ly
the limits and organize the town, the choice
device of the Emperor to amuse the people,
The ummifiee on amendmentsof constitution reof a President and six members of the town
as the lirst Napoleon gilded the dome of the
I • 11 d against changing the time of annual meeting,
council was made according to the
and tin- proposition was indeiinitely postponed.
following Invalidcs.
flic Grand Chapter was called to labor at nine plan : The voter gave one vote to each of six
• ■'' lock A. .M.
>1. K. Stephen J. Young was install- persons, a vote and a half to each of four,
Sai> Cask of Drowning. AVe learn that Miss
ed as (.'rand High Priest, and made the following two votes to each of
three, three votes to each Maria Groton, of North Newcastle, was found
appointmonts :
ot two, or six voles to one.
The President drowned in that town of Monday afternoon last,
a. K. <
C. Mason, Charles G. Porter, II.
Sawyer,
having doubtless committed mickle. Miss Groton
was chosen by a
A. Philbrook, Grand Chtplaius.
majority as usual. The was
II. H. Burbank, G. (’apt. of float.
formerly of Washington, in this state, was
democrats
have
a
Aug. Hailey, (J. Pr, Soj.
majority in the village, and about iU> years of age, and highly esteemed by all
It. M. Flint, A. It. A. Capt.
they named a President and four of the coun- who knew her. It is rumored that she was sinterW. MrFadden, (I. M. id vail.
Geo. 11. Freeman, <.. M. ed vail.
cil. 'Phe republicans nominated six council- ing from aberration of mind, caused bv unre.|iiited
I
M. Varney, G. M. 1st vail.
A. F. kiugsicy, Win. II. Smith, Founder Weeks. W.
men, but afterwards reduced the number to love.
H. Gray, Grand Stewards.
four.
<

W. Phillips Grand Sentinel.
Such officer* :e were present were presented and
installed.
The Grand Coum-il Itoval and Seleet Masters mot
at ‘J o'clock.
I he following w re elected otlieors for the ensuing year.
Gordon K. Garden ot Portland, M. 1*. (i. Master.
Benjamin M. Flint of Calais, I>. P. G. Master.
Augustus Hailey of Gardiner. It P. G. Master.
* harlea i
uylor of Unity, 1*. G. Master.
< ‘harlea Fobesof Portland, G. Treasurer.
Ira Herrv of Portland, G. Recorder.
Iti v.k. C. Sawyer of Hath, Grand Chaplain.
Clijah Smith of Saco, Grand Master of Ceremonies.
A. i. Mather of Helfast, Grand Captain of Guard.
A. H. Mathews ol Helfast, Grand Conductor.
William Tucker of Skowhegan, Grand Steward.
Warren Phillips of Portland, Grand Sentinel.
The Grand Council closed at <» o’clock.
The Grand Chapter closed at noon.
The Grand Lodge at ft o clock called off until h
o’clock Thursday morning.
The Grand Commandcry of Knights Templar
met at 7 o'clock Wednesday evening, and was
opened in ample form by Grand Commander McLcllan,
assisted by Portland and St. Alban Commanderies
»f this city in full ranks.
The following were elected officers for the »*n suing year.
Henry II. Dickey of l.ewiston, Deputy Grand Commander.
.lositth II. Drummond of Portland, Grand Generalissimo.

Attention is called to llie advertisement of the
Ex-Senator Huckalew, who has taken much
Kimball carriage manufactory, at Portland, which
interest in Representatives reform, east the
is celebrated far ami near for the beauty, style and
first vote under the new plan, and the citizens

generally, according

to

durabilty

report,

were

with it.
The result was the choice of a fusion President (brought about by a union of a radical
and citizens’ ticket) and four democratic and

pleased

the proprietor, Hon. C. P. Kimball, a gentleman of
great experience in the business, and the inventor
of valuable improvements in carriages. Mr. Kimball is the gentleman, upon whom the lioniillation
for Governor was urged at the Democratic Slate
two radical oounoilmen.
tinder the old maConvention last year, hut who felt compelled to dejority plan, the whole six members would cline. His carriages tire built according to Demhave been democrats. Four hundred and ocratic principles, with choice
timber, good worktwenty-two votes, according to the plan manship, and regard to serviceable (pialities.
above given, east 429 for the highest and 297
Tin' Howard Investigation is being pursued
to the lowest successful candidates.
The loin
secret, hut enough leaks out to show that
cal paper says that “theoretically, the
plan
the
great moral ideas of the General were
been
had
accepted by reflecting men in our
carried out with a terrible looseness, if
being
as
and
but
as an
just
community
expedient,
not
downright dishonesty. The pious branch
untried plan it was still open to question
which
radicalism lias engrafted upon the
among the mass of our people. Now, all
government bears very degenerate fruit.
doubts of its
fairness and

ity

have

utility,
disappeared

practicabil-

forever.”

Silas A Men of Bangor, Grand Captain General.
Rev. .1. K. C. Sawyer of Hath, Grand Prelate.
Charles Fobes ol Portland, Grand Treasurer.
“Diogenes,” alias Jerome the fishmonger at the
ira Berry of Portland Grand Recorder.
corner, flaunts the stars and stripes right in the face
.1. W. Ballou of Hath, Grand Senior Warden.
of the Journal mail. [Prog. Age.
Kdward Parker, Jr., of Biddetord, Grand Junior WarWe know it, and Joe will stick to his proden.
Denison K.
Seymourotof Calais, Grand Standard Bearer. fessions. There is another eraw-lish estabHolmes
M.
Gardiner
George
Grand, Sword Bearer.
R. W. Black ol Augusta, Grand Warden.
lishment, further up the street, that once
Warren Phillips of Portland, Grand Captain of Guards.
were
installed
officers
The
and the (Hand Coin- made great professions of devotion to the
flag—but when the times became dangerous
mandery closed. [Portland Argus.

and

men were

needed, the proprietor sneaked

S. Packard, a man about 40
years of age, employ- from the ranks of the City drays, when that
ed at the saw mills at Great Works, fell
yesterday
Ami now lie talks
while about his work, striking his side against a company volunteered.
large circular saw in a rapid motion, cutting a hor- about the flag being flaunted in our face!
rible gash through his side into his lungs. He lived
in terrible agony until this forenoon, when he died. Why, Joe has too much self respect to em-

[Bangor Whig.

of its vehicles of every description. All
branches of the business are under supervision of

ploy him

for second clerk.

Out

the Game.
Mr. Blaine lias publetter in the Kennebec Journal, in
which he states that lie is not to he a candidate for United States Senator.

lished

of

a

W. \V. Sampson, the loyal Chief Clerk of the
treasury of the loyal reconstructed State government of South Carolina, is in trouble. He is discovered to be in league with counterfeiters at the
North, in making and circulating spurious State
coupons. He is

a

fair specimen of the genus carpet-

bagger.
< tnc‘ hundred and
sixty frail woman were arrested in the streets of Boston,on Saturday night, and
sen.

to the police stations. Some were hailed
most of them were punished.

friends, but

by

THE BANK ROBBERS.

LETTER FROM BOSTON.
Correspondenco of the Journal.

LETTER FROM CENTRAL NEW YORK.
Correspondence of the Journal.

The bank robbery at Rockland was one of
those skilfully contrived and adroitly execu- May
Weather—Broadway Extension—Opented schemes, which, planned by cool and
ing of the Public Library on Sundays—Free
Markets—Reunion of the Third Army Corps
clear heads, have been so often successtul,
—The New Store of A. C. Mudge—Fashion
and come upon the community with such
—Books—Amusements.
startling suddenness. It was not inferior in
Boston, May 9, 1870.
plan to the Bowdoinham Bank affair, or that
The month of May in Boston, as elsewhere,
by which the Boylston Bank was so effectually cleaned out. The principals did their is a very busy one, anil the past week has
part thoroughly, and it was only when sus- witnessed the usual amount of May-movino-,
picion and arrest fell upon Keizer, that there spring-cleaning, dusting, scrubbing, paintand repairing that has marked the month
occurred another instance of the
saying that ing
in
years agonc. The old and foolish custom
“conscience makes cowards of us all.” The
ex-policeman’s nerve failed him, and his of out-door picnics and parties for the little
confession gave the key to the whole affair. ones has gone by ; or been superceded by a
The arrests followed, and “the game was more sensible one of having the May festivals in the Churches and Halls. Several afup.”
It appears that Keizer had carried two of fairs of this kind have taken place since the
the professional robbers, with the plunder, month was ushered in, much to the delight
in his wagon, to a secluded spot on the road of the boys and girls, and in many instances
to Augusta.
Tins was done about daybreak, realizing considerable sums for the benefit of
Sabbath Schools. The weather has moderand he was to retirn the same
evening and
ated down to an uncomfortable coolness,
take them to
whence
would
they
go
Augusta,
with a fair prospect of the
to Boston.
customary cold,
When, by his confession, Keizer
damp, desolate days of May, abundant in
had placed himselt in the
of
the
bank
power
authorities, they' required that lie should go east-winds, cloudy skys, and sudden showers,
which make every one glad when
for his confederates, as
they have
agreed, and bring
them to the main road, where a force would fully vanished in the warm, balmy air of
be in readiness to take care of them. This June.
Tho City-fathers of course have had some
was done, and the
rogues found themselves
work to do, as well as other people, and
surrounded, with all their plunder.
They had spent the day in a secluded amongst other important business transacted
them this week is the final settlene nt of
swamp, where the time was passed in exam- by
the Broadway extension ease, which resulted
the
A
valuable
ining
packages.
good many
in the City Council
appropriating $450,000
in the bank for
papers, bonds, wills,
safe keeping, were rejected, left, upon the to complete the work. Preliminary to the
consideration of the subject, various members
ground, and have since been recovered.
ot the City government,
including His Honor
The only oue that escaped, was the one
the Mayor, made an official visit to tin* works.
that the authorities most desired to capture
The iron bridge which spans Foundry Street,
•lack Hand, a tool, accomplished and plausat a height of fourteen feet, is now
completible scamp, who has been in a dozen affairs
ed with the exception of the flooring, and its
of the kind, and always managed to avoid
arched and ornamental railings
arrest.
The fact that he had been in Belfast, gracefully
look very attractive. The filling between
was ascertained soon after the
departure of the two immense
walls leading from Federal
the City of Richmond, by Marshal Bean,
Street, to this bridge—a description of which
who was very greatly aided by 11. N. Lancaster.
Rand is a large and line looking was given in one of these letters some time
also nearly completed, the upper liltman, weighing i*10 pounds, with as much as- ago—is
ot oyster shells.
The
surance as avoirdupois.
And yet, with a full ing being entirely
across the streets in the
spans
City proper
description of him, and the fellow under
are also
nearly finished, and the. main bridge
arrest, the police of Portland allowed him to
which is to cross the channel alreadv comslip through their lingers, lie blustered and
stormed"about his respectability and business menced.
The Public Library Committee of the City
engagements, and actually bluffed them off
Council on Wednesday afternoon wave a
his track.

LETTER

FROM ROCKLAND.

Correspondence

of the Journal.

The Bank Robbery---Methodist Conference--An Entertainment.
My Dear Journal. I doubt not you have as
BoCki.axp, May !>. Is7n.
pleasant a Spring as we enjoy here. One can gather
The people of our little citv have been
a few flowers for a
greatly
May-day bouquet, and what he
lacks may be made up in cherry blossoms, as the excited during the past w eek on account of the r<
trees have been in bloom for several days. The cent bank robbery. The tiling has been so thoroughwinter lias been a very open one, and particularly ly discussed in the store- and corners of the street-,
unhealthy in Central New York, which 1 believe is that I apprehend our citizens will hereafter cities
subject to more sudden changes than any other part he expert bank robber-, or -uceossfnl detectives,
ol the Union.
The most of our snow came in for two or three days alter the robberv. no otn
Syracuse, May 2nd, INTO.

March, its melting caused freshets In some parts of felt safe in person or properly, and each one
that the hand o| the ollieer
the State, but we comparatively
escaped damages in momentarily expected
be laid on his shoulder and In marched to
this section. The winter grains are less
injured might
than was feared, and the Spring opens thus far so the lockup, it was rumored about tl streets that

finely,

that our farmers have hopes of a very favorable season. Last year was to them an unfortunate
one, from the low prices of wheat and
many other
products. But not all of their interests thus suffered, for our dairymen found high prices and

all the crimes that had been committed in our city
during the last ten years, were to be

and vicinity

investigated and laid bare (and that, you will p.a
reive, would embrace the la-1 two Uepublieati administrations, and part of Buchanan's.) No wonder
we
felt a little --hahy
Many of our citizenwere charged
with uttering counterfeit money,
with being engaged in
-muggling and with

ready sales for all their products. As you arc
the dairy interest lias long been a leading
one in Central New York; the cheese-fuctorv -vs.
tem originated here; and preparations have been many other crimes that would not be propei : •
mention m this letter.
made for a great extension of it
throughout the
As soon as the robber- had be, u secured uid put
dairy counties of the Stale. I believe there are near
230new factories already counted up; but -till tears in tile lockup, A. I’. Would K-.p, of Thomastou
do not appear to be entertained that the business was sent for to conduct the investigation.
Idle burglars Moore alias Adams, Daniel- and
will be overdone, at least for
or
aware,

a

year

two,

as

the

of New York,and Vldcn l.itrhlield. A. Black
constantly increasing demand from England, and Might,
the European continent, is likely to absorb all that and John Wraves of Rockland, were all arraigned
on Saturday atteruoon before o. w. Mill K-.p
wo can produce, at remunerative prices. The exof tlie Police Court of this t ity.
ldiet 'omiw
perience of a few late years has also led our farmers •ludge
Attorney being sick. V. P. Would K-ip of ddioma-.
t pay more attention to variety in the products of
ton appeared for the prosecution.
1) N. Mortland
their farms, so that what they may lose upon any
Ksr|. of this tdty appeared for Moore, Daniels and
one staple,
may be made up from another; and
waived examination anil were reijuirslock raising is more attended to. both from the Might, they

furnish bund-in the sum of Sid.isio each for
their appearance at t hurt ne\t Septeml>er. Petci
mean-of enrichment ot their farm-, wliii h full nvs
Thaeher K-ip appeared for i.itehlield. who al-o
from a judicious system.
waived examination, and was reipiired to furnisli
The Legislature adjourned last week, after a sesbail in the atiove amount, ddie other prisonersion ot unusual interest. It is the first time for
above named, together with Addison Keizer, tlie
many years that the Executive and Legislature
intiiruier and ex-policeman, were held a-witnesses
have both been Democratic, and the opposition
and rei|tiired to ftivtiis.li bond- in the sum of i'd.fion
press has been very watchful of every movement,
each, for their appearance at court. A soon a- tli.
and particularly abusive of whatever happened.
above parlies were disposed of. Kdwill s. McAllisOne of the greatest measures to be considered, was
a Iiolieemau of tliicity, w ho w a- on the widen
the restoration of the rights of civil government to ter,
the night of tlie robbery, wa- arraigned on tli.
the people of New York city, who have now for
of being accessory alter tie e t.
A numb,a
some years, under Republican rule, been subjected charge
of witnesses were examined upon both side- and
to government by commissions appointed at Althe ease was ably argued by eoiin-el. \.p i,,,ul.t
bany. A measure to correct this, in the form of a
Id-,i. for tlie prosecution, and 1>. N. Morlland K-ip
new charter, was introduced; but the local differfor the defendant, which re-ulted in tie- a,apiiipd
ences of New York city politicians broke out, and
the ollieer.
the minority, styling themselves the "Young DeThe examination was held in the ( itv II dl. and
to
defeat
the
measure
a
mocracy.'’sought
through
some live or -i\ hundred people were present to
coalition with the Republicans on the question. It
take a look at the prisoner- and hear the exainiiee
was quite interesting then, to see the jubilation of
t ion.
the Republican presses, over what they termed the
Marshal t arver and hi- lor, e have been
mu. h
split and disintegration of the Democratic party,
in matters eonneeted with tlie bank robthe death of Tammany, etc., and earnest counsels engaged
bery, that tlie li.pini dealer- bale been -pared anwere advaueed to tin* Republican member- to eonother w eek.
lesce with tin: 1 >emoeratn* reeusants, an-- * o • > 1111 * I *
Ill*' Fast Maim* Met hodiM « oiifoivii.
nmol'. in
111*' discomfiture of tin- Democratic party
The
th!> >!:\ tilt* plV-eUt WitIv.
1*.! ll»»|
111 | ► <>n
hearing to the petitioners for the opening of measun designed to replace the abrogated commi>- expected t-> preside. ;*n*I w ill lecture oim \fiiiu
sions was also a-sailed bitterly, as being a .*mbi(Mi Tuesday afternoon we visited the j:\il to get the Public
Library or Sundays. The ease is n-ition of
the sveek.
all sorts of fraud* and nt'-caliti*-s. Wall, ilnrin^
an idea of the appearance of the person-; implicated
to
some
it.
as
hr,
W. h:ivt* had luit few ut* rtaiunn nt »Int i11j7 tli
discussion,
likely
provoke
ci'ter
so
niiii‘h smoko and thunder, one would exin the Rimeroek Bank affair. They arrived in
winter, on :i< ount Oi having iit> suitable hill
many opposers in this puritan City ; though pert to soo a lie I* 1 of do ad ami wounded when the
fast by tlic steamer City of Richmond, that morniu whifli i) hold thi’in, -inee tlit Atlantic w
it is difficult to understand why it i- more eurtain had
but
lo!
the
obnoxious
charter
in
of
uprisen;
Sheriff
(irose
and
ing,
charge
Deputy Torrey.
sinful to open the Public Library than the was earried through both brandies, |»v almost * burned iihoiit :i year ago. Kill our mii'icul friend
Being admitted to the corridor of the jail by Sheriff'
have been rehearsing :tu op.rata, written hs 1 lads
( aldcrwooil, we found the four sitting around the Public Garden or the Common.
A < 1 istin- j unanimous vote, Republicans au*l l>emorrat> alike
of tlii- eit\, :ui.I will
1 s *•
mu entertainment
»i
for it! Your picture of a whipped rooster,
coal lire, which the chilliness of the day rendered guished
Clergyman in this City lately remark- j voting
Killshiirv II ill. on To,* day • 11«I Wedne-d i\ of lhi>
or
a
with
a
would
\v«
II
nt
tail,
dog
drooping
repivst
necessary. They entered into conversation freely, ed, in the course of a
week.
N«»mk.\
very able sermon, that the
and chatted a- unrestrainedly as though they were
position of the Radical pie**- about that time!
the best sermon that could be preached to
Blind teaehers, they could not r«*ad the sign-* of the
sojourners at a hotel.
overtaxed, overworked and crowded times; they eouht not see that their abuse of the SUPERIN FINDING SCHOOL COMMIVTEES
Ahlen l.itchtiehi, is a stout, hearty looking man, poor,
CONVENTION.
of perhaps 10, with a full face, prominent forehead, humanity was to send them into the country < ity had been overdone, nor observe He- really deep
t*
Ill
illo 1 full hsllr.l b\ till < 0|||lt\
pUl'-OMll
and a good-natured expression of features. He of a Sunday, where they could get a breath indignation of the people at large, over the vile sysof S.*llo.»h, u t '.HISfill (Oil ot ~*ll | »l School
|UM‘Vi.Mir
of eonunissious, and tie* denial of a republican
tem
looks like a well to do country trader, with whom of pure air and a
sight of God’s handiwork.
Committees ss 1- held in 1 ii- ity .mi ^uiur.l uv luo
everything was prosperous, lie has been a citizen And surely a chance to read, by those who government to a populous section of the Mate,
whose only erime has been, adhesion to tin* Demo- Fifteen losvns were represented.
of Rockland for about 20 years, and engaged in the
wish for it, can't be productive of any more
All orgunizut ion \v;e elleepd l>\ lie- choice »>•
cratic party ami its poliey. The new charter i* udgrocery business Sir most of the time. He was a
sin. It is a g« neral complaint among the mitted
Ceil
.1. W. \V ‘h-ter ol I »el f.i I a chairman, all l
member of the 20th Maine Regiment, as (Quarterby all parties, now, to be an admirable one;
class of people that the Public Li- and the Republican members being all tin- while S. \V. Miller Hip of Wintcrporl, a- Secretary
master, served for three years, and was honorably laboring
The convention being organized w.i .1 ud.lre
d
discharged, (ten. Ames was first Colonel of the brary is of no use to them, from the fact that aware of the fad, knew that if they etfeeted its de•if some length by the Counts Supers imr. 11 ■•*<•
it
he
feat
would
their
ow n political death-lignin
;’
and
(l.n.
their
labor
chamberlain
its
them
from
first
Lieut.when
Regiment,
prevents
going
ill:1 solllf of the topic- wlli- h oil lit to
*il
warrant.
Coloncl. CitchtieM professes entire iunoeenee of the
library isopen. The proposed plan of
'Mi
leutioii Mild m omuiii'
01.
w 1
,. hut,
!.
Reside** tlii> measure, tin* registry law. which h
any knowledge of the robbery, lte says that the
il
on
hathe
in
its
opening
Sundays
pres;
I
on
II.
long been regarded b\ tin* people of both parties as consisting of 'I- -I--- K>
charge of smuggling mi'iht be preferred against
favor, and therefore will probably In success an expensive and inetli. ietit measure, lias been iv of Knox. hi ! smith ol 1 1
him, and that when he .veeived 1 >aniels at his house
I’ll,
oYi
oilvenlioii having udiourue l to
The purity of the ballot-box will be far
it was as a sick smuggler, and with no suspicion of! ful in time.
pealeil.
Free Markets is also another vexed ijucs- belter secured by tin* old system of challenging ami K. M. uid having met ut that lime, the eouimitt
burglary. What chain of evidence the State has
re oium -11.1111
011 topies reported loin Kemlulion
to connect him with the robbery wo know not.
It tion which has lately arisen to disturb the the new precautions instituted. The excise law
in tin1 followiug diiv.1i.»n;ietion
so as to take from
been
lias
will he produced at the proper time. The above is minds of Bostonians.
boards
changed,
county
Of course the dealers I
1st. A uniform method of e\:uiiiinn
.uid
the matter of license and leave it to the city, town
his version of the matb-r.
in Faneuit llall and other markets are up in
tiliuting teachers, tending t■»I*i 11 about 1 1 1 dm
and \ illage authorities.
Ol tile three professvjnals who are here, Moore
of
them
to
according
<|uuiilioalion-.
it, while the people erv aloud
The only feature of tin* Republican partisan conis the most striking in his appearance. Of an in- array against
‘2d. A general effort on the purl <»f 1 ..iuinittei*-s
tor free markets and lower prices.
The
ease- stitution, which that
to lUI up the TeuchclV IndihUto ;:i\ 111
pr.*1-• 1
of
framed
at
■ountenam
an
medium
of
e,
parly
telligent expression
expense
height,
eiiee. >0 fur us pruetieuhle. hi in
employ m.mi ol
with dark hair, partly bald, side whiskers, and u is being investigated, but with what result is over a million of dollars, and submitted to tin* peoteuehers to those who avail t hem
\.
of the
ple, that was approved by them last fall, wa* that means of improvement m their \..i-aiion: ml
sharp eye that look- a man square and inflinehingly not yet determined.
in the face, lie impresses the spectator as being a
The Third Army Corps had a reunion at in respect to the judiciary. A chief justice and general holding of t cue I ier» meet ing*. in tie -e\ er 11
towns, ut least twi.
during ..•! 1 —-i«*u ol 1I1
lie -laims to have been of late in
man of brains,
the Parkin' House in this City, on Thursday six associate justices of the Court of Appeal* are schools.
honest and prosperous business, and to have been
provided for by that section; but ii directs that onod A combined and general effort lo In in mI.oiii
afternoon.
The exercises consisted of a
inveigled into this arttir against iiis better judgment.
ly a chief justice and four associates shall be voted a reduction in the ela^-ili. iii'*n of I he school
fur Ms « Mil hf dolle.
business meeting, oration, poem, visit to the for bv
Moore is a native of New Hampshire.
any person, hut tin* six persons receiving
4th Holding
examination-, in 1- ueuiy
celebrated
“Battle
of
painting
Gettysburg,” tin* highest number of votes as associates .Judges seiio,»|s us pruet public
! In j r i|o-,-_
ieuhle in
ie|i
n,
flight is the youngest man of the lot—perhaps 28
.Many distin- shall he elected. By this means two of the associ- in order to bring about bcftei w*»rK in • It-■ .liool
years old, wears a moustache and imperial, and dinner, music and speeches.
room, and a more ceiieral ini :•■ •-! atimtin p
ate judges will be elected by the
looks like an intelligent meehauie.
minority—a novel
lie is of guished officers were present, and the Parker
feature in our politics, which recognises a too-.pen pie.
medium stature, and apparently a man of great House was
decorated
for
the
I,
Alter all able and intere-t in
11-0011. parti. 1very elegantly
forgotten fail, that the minority have really aiiv
muscular power. His face is marked by wounds occasion.
The oration was by Gen. Charles
1-. .Martin.
puted in by tie supers i-or and M
“rights which the majority are bound t<» respect
inflicted by Hying fragments when the safe was
Howell, < ookson, Meb-c
Miii.r, Smith, mo
P. Mattocks of Maine.
The
of
a
few
history
years past is quit** suggestive
blown open. Ho sat reading a newspaper and
me h\ m
others, the Hesolutious \v« 1
11 n in it non
The opening of the new store of A. ('. on this point. The nominations were made
laughing over some humorous articles. Might says
by ly adopted.
lie is a native of Maine, hut declines to say of what Mudge, in the elegant granite block just both parties last week, and tin* election occurs on
'The lists of examination -liieMion->ubmitl* d In
erected at the corner of Summer and Wash-; the 17th instant
town.
the Counts’ Supervi-oi. \ver« then by 1 piest of th.
rile
canals
are
to
be
open on the PHh instant. A convention
Daniels is a slender man, suffering from a disease ington streets, drew out crowds of laities on
again re a ! and dUcu»>ed, md it w
bill was passed at the late session of the Legislature
of the lungs. lie kept his hat and cloak on, coughintent on getting a peep at the
voted that tie Supervise l>. r. ., * -1 •• I !o furnish
Monday,
to fund the cana! debt, which is some
ed a good deal, and complained of the cold. His
$14,000,000, the Committee of cuett town svilh
d
beautiful store, and a great many glances at and the
j * i. to I*.- u
question of a loan for the purpose is to be in tile
dark hair is sprinkled with gray, he looks feeble,
for tie >11111111.
examination of lie- te ede
the
the
store
contained.
Mr.
pretty things
submitted to the people in November next. A reand talks but little. His companions made various
schools.
suggestions for his comfort, and he soon went Mudge has long been known in Boston as an duction ot the tolls, and some other advantages,
Alter hiving voted to muk tie o:.-.mi 11i.mi
w
be
ill
secured
this
of
The
the richest ami nicest of laces,
by
policy.
proposal made
wearily up tlie iron stairs to his cell.
importer
»•
1
me. t
one. and tint the n
permanent
<
in
to
subsidise the canals tor ostensible
’ongress
During the interview', Moore related the funny embroderies, hosiery, ribbons, shawls, kill
in the fall, snhjeet to the rail 01 lb< <
national purposes, 1 observe, instill under considercall made upon them while in the lock-up at Rockvisor, the < 'invention tdi mo iigloves ami many other articles, both orna- ation. It would be an
of a
advantage to the West and
who wanted
land, hv the

high prices of cattle and meat, and because of the
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agent

patent safe,

mental and useful, l’o know that anything East.
them to give a certiteate that his kind of safe was1
jSUPREME JUDICIAl COURT, Waldo Co
came from his store is a sufficient
<»ov. !tollman has won “golden opinions” from
guaranty of
burglar proof! He thought the'agent a man of
I
I >U.’KKl:St)\
I 1 1 -lhlNt,.
Some Roman Scarfs or sashes tin* public at large. for the vigor uni rectitude with
rare enterprise.
While the operations upon the its nicety.
bank safe were going on, it became necessary to that he has on exhibition are sold for twenty- which he evidently seeks to discharge his duties,
binee our laJt issue the follow mg c i-.cs have l*. « n .1i
lie lias laboriously endeavored to destroy that
have some cloth, and the only available thing of two dollars.
posed ot
They are woven in Rome es•Treat public curse, special legislation, amPhas \a lotlie kind was a new silk dress, belonging to the
'I hos. \V \
VS A
I fir pl.u lit ill It this
(I, Jewvt t.
pecially for him.
rd every bill whose purpose might have been .se- suit was the purchaser ot ill flu* interest i;. |\ i i. u
lady operator in tin’ Telegraph office. The use
sees
one
a
dress
in Ihe cured under
Occasionally
long
certain
existing general laws. His vetoes wlu» hid been adjudged
bankrupt, In i in
they made of it ruined the dress. When (he money
streets, l>ut not as yet !>y well dressed people. have been sustained in every instance; and
juit
found in Moore's pocket, at his arrest, was returnby policy oi insurance. l'hc del.-intuit In i brought
In view of their possible resuniption the even more than two to one, when at the close nt upon the policy, In lavor of l.. 1'. Irv»t and other-', un.t
ed to him, he sent tin- lady *20
by Mayor Kimball,
recovered judgment, and had eolhet. I oi tin liisurun,
to make good her loss. There was a touch of Sorosis ('bib of New York have held an in- the session lie sent in his veto of bills which would
Company about jJi'shi. l'he pluiiititl brought this net ion.
chivalry in that.
dignation meeting and resolved to wear their have taken d-l.t *00,000 from the treasury for railroad in his own name, to recover rhu interest ot h. I', liv.u
was a lump of these railroad
'There
•Sheriff' Caldenvood realizes that lie has no easy dresses
corporations.
in the $»»ou. Alter tin plulut ill’s tcstimoio \s a el
short, come what will.
task to hold his new boarders. They are expert
srhemes, log-rolled together by both political part- the Court, upon motion of the d.-teud ml, ordered non
Of the new hooks lately published in Bosand daring men, with friends and money outside.
ies of the Legislature.
Passed by loeal considera- suit, upon the ground that the action could not he miin
Tone, Masters, by Jane Kingston!, author
He lias engaged for guard a soldier of the late war, ton,
tions, members have acceded to this log-rolling tuined by tin- present phintitl, hut should have h,
Mr. wickedness against their better judgment, a< brought in the inline o( l icit, assign.'. in I’, mkruptc,
who is accustomed to obey orders and whose of the Soprano, is one of the very best.
Vina’ B. Caul vs 1» uilel M
ervev
I he pl iintiil, iiL
Tom jee writes an introductory, in which he evinced in the \ote on the proposition to override
speeial duly will In to art as armed patrol.
this suit, sold the defendant a mare. lor
uni defensays he has availed himself of the ready and the veto, and really rejoice over the result. Not one dant gave plaintiff a written agreement to deliver tin< Jovertiand
could
stand
the
the
measures
of
alone,
colt, it the mure should prove to be with loal, to plaiutid
More Bipksport Steei.. Our eorrospond- graceful pen of Jane Kingston! to give short
or wisely determined that one iniquity should not
when it should be four months old, or pay tinhistories of the lives of the most eminent
pluintiil
<■ 111 from the above
tmvn
writes
i»
a
There
amt
another.
sustain
enterprising
deep
growing $50 afterwards, and before the colt was toiled, tin
Masters
of
and
their
music,
principal compo- feeling throughout the State in respect tothis plun- plaiutitl brought hack tin- mare ot defendant, but Unus follows—
Mr. .lames K. Atwood, a relative of Mr. Sherman, sitions—a book which lie thinks has long der of the treasury fur gifts to railroad corporations written agreement was not mentioned in the trade. 1 he
Mr. and also as to grants to sectarian .institutions un- plaint Itf brought this suit upon the written
Ims arrived here from the west with additional im- been needed in juvenile literature.
igr«,m.uf.
provements in the way of manufacturing steel, Tourjee is too modest in placing it as a juven- der the broad term of “benevolence,” ami it is eer- Verdict for plaintiit tor $".u. Abbott lor pl ume
lie not only makes bar steel hut also east tools of ile work, for it is well
a place in any
lor
defendant.
worthy
tain that when a new constitution is really formed, Boyle
all kinds, which needs no hammering except for
one’s library, and as a work for pleasurable
Martha Wotton vs John A. Briggs, flu w.n
nit to
extra purposes.
these matters will be safely provided for. The
I have seen some of the axes
or
be
will
valuable
reference
recover wages for (id weeks labor, during which tinn
which were made here last week from oiuf-fourth reading
gladly sent constitution provides that no loan shallprebe
The
east and three-fourths scrap iron. I am surprised hailed with joy by all lovers of music.
Dialntitl' was defendant's housckeep.i. 1 >« icndaut claim
contracted of a certain amount, unless
at the quality ot this steel and its
approved ed that plaintiff tiad been fully paid. \ erdict tor pl.iintiil
workings, and present volume treats of Mozart and Mendelmore so by the
cheapness of its manufacture. I sohn, and is soon to be followed by others. by a vote ot the people; but see bow unconscion- for $lol.nr». Mcl.cllan for pl iiulill. Atiboit tor d. hu
understand that Mr. Atwood has disposed of the
ible legislators ami soulless corporations override j dant.
No one should ever again listen to the Ora
to
manufacture steel by this process, tortile
right
I In* constitution itself, by various
On Ti:IAI.. Joseph I Herrick < oruplain uit lot ilow
State of Maine, to K. II. l’arker and Win. I>. torio of Elijah without first reading the d<
subterfuges.
tain
\\
tout's,
Oxoni>a«;a.
age, vs Charles Kendall, and
Swazey of this town. This steel is no humbug.
Knight.
seription given in this little volume. "Only
K. i.Jutl. Abl*oit
a Girl,” is a German romance, translated by
Complainant lor (towage, \s huh
Jewett tor d.-tcuc.
tor complainant
Mrs. Nister, who is well known as the trans'The MeFarlaml trial terminated on Tuesday,
witli;
Great Hailstorm. About 2 o’clock Sun- lator of Countess Gisela and other works
for burglary, wa- sentenced to thiv. Vvirsm
verdict of acquittal. The scene in Court is thus i Hamlin,
the State Prison.
day afternoon the most destructive hail storm from the German of Marlitt,
lesciibed by an eye-witness.
ever known there
I he following divorces hue been decreed
I hoims
Madam Parepa Rosa returns again to Bospassed over Philadelphia
As
the
foreman
of the jury announced the verdict, Carson from Hannah B. ( arson.
front the northwest to the southwest. For
Calvin Collins from
ton, with her English Opera Troupe, on the whole audience jumped to their feet and cheernearly thirty minutes there was a continuous Monday, May 16th. The troupe have added 'd, The Court did not interfere, and the Court of- Jane Collins, tieorg** Perry from Sarah IVrrv. Cmnci-*
1>. Shaw IromOriuza 1*. Shaw.
•all of hail-stones front the size of a
pea to to their former repertoire Knife's Opera the ficers joined in the cheering, heartily. Tin* excitesix or seven inches in circumference. on “Rose of
was tremendous, and amid the cheering, men
Castile,” Mozart's Don Giovanni, ment
During: tlu* heavy >«piull Wednesday uih-rnoon.
the south side of Chestnut street, above 8th and Weber’s Oberon. Music Hall is to he anil women sprang over the seats ami struggled for
the privilege ofshaking McFarland by the hand. the schooner Rachel Post of 1 fl:mi<li-n. \V illiain I :unstreet., hardly a pane of glass is left on Broad fitted up for their
The ladies divided their attention between the liber- muster, loaded with kiln woo.I uni In-adm^.
reception.
street. Many of the churches had their stainMessrs. Cheney and Selwyn have had a ated man and his counsel, whom they lavished with Imund tor Rockland, was capsized oil l-'n-eiiian'.
ed glass windows destroyed and the front of
was
very shore m-ar this harbor, and sank. < apt. Lam-, who
falling out with regard to the management thanks, and even kisses. M<•Finland
in his joy, w as in the cabin at the* lime, wa nt down w ith tin
the Continental Hotel, so far as the windows of
Theatre. Mr. Cheney, tins pro- jnueh affected himself; and little Percy,
Selwyn’s
up on a chair, and wav mg a handkerchief vessel and perished. There were hut two men on
are concerned,
is a perfect wreck.
The prietor. it is stated, has engaged Fechter as jumped
over his head, lent his voice to the cheering that hoard at the time.
The oilier, Mr. Kldredge, {><•
loss will he computed by thousand of dollars.
with
Miss
Le
as
ill" on deck, availed himself ot the ho it uni w’a
manager
C'ler<|ue
leading rang through the room.
Reports from the outskirts state that there is lady; to this arrangement Mr. Selwyn refuses
■ived. (Camden Herald.
an almost total destruction of fruit trees
A mail stopping at a Providence hotel, blew out
to submit, on the ground that his contract
the
and after a while went down to the otliee
which were in blossom. At 1* o’clock Mon- with Mr.
Ijeut.-(Joy. Dunn and the Police mono -imnt
Cheney is not completed. Just how andgas.
if the clerk hadn’t something to perfume «»l New Orleans have been committed to piion for
day night the hail still remained in piles on the affair will terminate it is difficult to say. that asked
lie ‘aid it inched liked
room with.
rott» u five days, ami fined 'r'bo each, hv Jud-’e ( ooh*y <1
the street.
PERCH'.
The Ofh District Court, fm -oufempt.
cabbage in a cellar.
■

Ri'Xaway. Last Saturday, after the adjournAmong the cases before the U. S. Circuit'
ment, of the meeting of Supt. School Committees, Court, in Portland, last week, the following
held in this city, Mr. J. W. Lang, who was here in is
reported by the Argusattendance from Brooks, stopped his team at McFirst National Bank of Chicopee v. Hiram O.
Donald's harness shop, and Awhile taking off the Alden. Action against defendant as endorser of a
payable in Boston,
bridle, preparatory to hitching his horse, a valuable 8(if>00 note made in Illinois, but
to be discounted by the Ames ‘Manufacfour year old gelding, he became frightened at a procured
at Plff. Bank.
a
endorser,
turing Co.,
subsequent
passing team, and ran furiously past the Court Three points in defence. First, that sufficient diliHouse. Mr. Lang, having no time to disengage gence was not used in giving notice to the defendant of non-payment by the maker. Second, that
himself from the frightened animal, clung to his
the law of Illinois, which it is contended is open to
neck, and succeeded in directing him against the defendant, does not authorize a suit to be maintainpicket ietiee opposite the. Court House. By a skill- ed against an endorser until (with exceptions not
has been obtainful maneuvre, he detached himself from the danger- applicable to this case) judgment
ed against the maker of the note. Third, that by
enous position, and flung the bridle loose, thus
the law of Illinois, the consideration of the note is
tangling the feet of the horse, who, after a few open to inquiry in this case, and that the same was
in fraud.
bounds, threw himself near the corner of High for a worthless patent right negotiated
The court, after hearing counsel pro and con, restreet. Strange to say Mr. Lang escaped with onjected the evidence offered by the defendant in suply a few bruises. The spectators expected to see port of the two last points of defence, and held
that the liability of the endorser was not determinhim dashed in pieces. The horse was but slightly
ed by the law of Illinois, and to this ruling exceptboth.
A
for
narrow
injured.
escape
very
ions’were taken and the case, after a verdict pro
forma for plaintiffs, will now be carried to the Su-

GENERALITIES.
Lowell, of Essex. Muss., has been
neted in immoral practices in bis flock, ami has

Lev. I*'. F.
11

away.

York despatch says great activity preamon" the Fenian leaders.
They have 33,000
I! disciplined men on their rolls and money is
New

\
,ii-

Ie! 11 V

\ouug
forg>t somethin" in an apartiii of the railroad depot at Portland last week.
a
taken care of by the authorities.

\

woman

I’, the lire at (Jiiinev, III., fifteen business houses
I, burned, including the 1! raid oili-a*. causing a
of s.toa.Ooo.

■

ral eireuse-,

\«

are

t•

idi 1»■_; this way.

file (Gardner .lourual. in liiin «is newspaper, re■i lv appears with three blank enluinns, which
leaded thus: ‘‘Special Notices: These columns
re-‘r\ed for tlto-e m- rehanls who ought to adrtise
'*

rile

Kennebec ice-gatherers are selling their
k'.and making handsome cool protits.

«

The new spring hat lias appeared in this region.
About a lozen of the most scrupulously proper
young men (in matters of dress) simultaneously

hundred newspapers have started and failed
hieaLro, and sou ,000.01 mi have been sunk in jouriie laihirt in New York.

me
<

new tile on Friday.
While they
the Row, arrayed in the glossy headgear, there marched part a procession of jokers,
who were crowned with the queerest lot of ancient

Lewiston .Journal
has discovered some
riel* pigeons in That city, and writes a chapter

L *ui- el.*rk in rescuina: a p.retty girl in the
from a big dog. luckily sprained iiis ankle.
y«-uny lady called a carriage, took her brave
rv'• r home, nursed t lie ro>es hack to his cheeks
I mat ril'd him, with pa‘- blessing and greenbacks.

\ M.

-wi-t >n, fortunate eii\. ha\ s-ociation.'*

i

indebted to II
oiiphlct containin'.1 a
u| M iilit*.
H

an-

e

lady who

*•

a

<:rec!

bats

broad-brims—military chapeaux—and all and every
style ol the past fitly years. There was immense

Sprink-

laughter

Warren .Johnson, tor a
onipilation of tin* School

m.

\v,o

their carriage, they uncovered a basket and exhibited full fifty trout, real spotted beauties, that
would measure from six to twelve inches in length.
And there wc had been, pent up in four walls all
day long! It will probably all be made right sooner or later, but there arc occasions when it
does
seem as though the
wicked are having the best
time! Those fellows got the first run of that

ipt. ronimerel. ,.f the iron-dad Monarch. has
n
letter of tn inks to the Secretary of the
;.»r kindness and courtesy received during his
im this couiitn
He ineloso a letter from the
'•i 11—11 Hoard oi Admiralty, w ritten in the name
1
llie tjucen. of a similar import.
In a Kentn- ky breach of promise ca-e :*si love
■

itti

to

he read to

an

Mr. Sydney Wiggiu was
seriously injured, last Thursday, while at work in
the saw-mill of W. Roberts, of Brooks. He was

unfortunate jury.

the saw, by prying up the frames at
the headstock with the mill-bar: the frames suddenly started, wrenching the bar upwards, and causing it to strike him in the face, knocking out three

trying to

n.c new-sj ape; ■> >a\ that Ho Ion i" oo place to
ek employment. Thcr. ;ir«• lot- ot \ouug men
ith nothing to do.
Frankfort, oath ult.. from the
Treat. ;■ "chooncr of 1K) toils
IPs
! h commanded hv

On

W. Maine has been nominated and
Iiisiiraiic. ( ominisviom r of Maine.

A.

e

-i

as

start

teeth and fracturing the upper jaw, causing severe
flesh wounds upon the side of the face. The injured man was attended immediately by l)r. Arev,
of Brooks, and is now comfortable.

Monday,

the schooner Little Anna, from the
Nova Scotia coast, delivered 4000 pounds of halibut
to Lewis it Crosby—the handsomest lotol that ex-

I’Kli.si »N A1.. Ml Helirv il. Moody, of No. 1-J Wall
el. tony and lav'orahiy known on the street in
unecti.m w ith important and successful railway
pn-t-, reeci\ ciI into partnership the 1st day
Mav, hi> nephewa Mr. I». V. Moody.and his son,
hi
H- M. Moody, for tin* transacting of a general
tailing and eominission business, under the style
.1 title of Henry II. Moody A < 'o. j Moston Tost.
H

trout!—only think of it!

Accident in Brooks.

■

'<

Fifty

stream.

Where tic India ottoli lands yicldhnt 70 pound"
inferioi cotton to tic a re. tin* b l laud of the
•nth producer a full bale.

b\
hm».
At
l oi Franklin
I tin “liohert
ipt. T. It. < lark.

the occasion.

to

lielfast.

arc

on

While taking a drive on Sunday last, for the purpose of getting some fresh air and seeing how the
grass crop was coining on, we met a couple of individuals driving towards the city. Beckoning us

New bury poll II raid relates that Hartwell
•-o■ r ha
been tlisj»l:i\ in;- daring feats at the top of
liiireli spire in that city.
He ha- done the same

:ici

a

boll-teazers were there—white hats with narrow
rims and aspiring crowns—sou’-westers—Quaker

i!i

in

beholden—looking as though there had
general garret delivery. Old revolutionary

ever

been

injured l».v the falling of seat-s at
'■••ns m <>regon < ii v. • begun, li:o recovered s:J,.1 images from 1 he company.

A

parading

were

them.

»uf

with the

came out

Hi

brought

cellent tisli ever

to this market. They arc
kept on ice, for customers of the tirm. The first
Salmon from Sears' Island was received by Lewis
,V Crosby on Monday, and we have the best reason
to know that it was nice.

eon-

Mr. Robbins, of the American House, on Friday
invited some of the prominent citizens to dine, nud
serv ed up it splendid salmon that got entangled in

Albert I bmgherfy liit" I' vi» u|>{>ointiml postmaster
Shirley, Piscataquis county, Mr., vice Paul S.
ierrii resigned.

It seemed to be relished by all
bauds. Robbins undoubtedly means to feed his
guests in a satisfactory manner. He eertuinlv begins well.
a

weir in the river.

Uobert M<>we, <»! East port. M-.. cue oi* it'* mo.-t
••Milieu! merchant-, faile I on .Saturday last. It
■ii'
of tin* most di.-astrioiis uitair* of tin* kind
1 hav.-r taken pla<-e initial town,
involving
t every business man there to a
The wind at the crossing opposite our otliee has
greater or less
’•ill•
Ill" liabilities are estimate.I a' --ixt\ tlmiia tendency to exalt skirts on boisterous days. Somein I dollars.
when the snowy hose is contrasted towards
Mi
Ik t ady Stanton writes from an Iowa town dimes
the lop with a blue band and the shimmer of a
a it, tailing to eateh a train, sir- went back to the
••ml **iii a good stat'1 of mind > say damn it !"
bright buckle, the mental interrogatory <c/7/ intrude
itself—"How's that for bigh t"
A young man naim d (.e >rge Kicker, ot I*:iulcoi*,
v<
a *,
A citizen, in passing the North church, at noon,
ideally shot in roriland, by a pistol in the
oid of tlie captain of hi" M'-rl. 11. will die.
one day last week, saw a woman knocking at one
of the doors. Enquiring what she sought by the
leu tliousand. tonr lumdred and live emigrants
armed in Ne\v York la<t week
curious proceeding, she desired to know
If
\ .vent!, man in Auburn, whose wife i- ill. took
Mr.-lived there!"
< •11111'' babe to Inm
plaee of business, yesterday,
There is a gang of young rowdies about the city
'ne d with
Well snivharped nursing bottle, and
II. eevsflllll
discharged t||i (title of a II111*si 11 «* whose depredations will get them into trouble.
.1 her in i -rael, till e\ ent i le.
Sneli a man i worth 11 lass u) exposed buildings is broken, fences defaced,
.\ ing in a fainilv
| la w i-lon rlournal.
and kindred depredations almost daily committed.
I lir itaring thieve- of Lewiston sleal the ctistoRecently an expensive submarine cable at the
IV beef steak left on doorsteps by the lmleher,
draw was cut.

bridge

..

the

Journal sa>

ug
>

Mr. Holmes, of the New England House, served
up to his guests, on Sunday, a nice salmon, and

li.

e.mi]»osiiimi of < diinese gongs,
deemed impenetrable, ha- !».•• n discovered bv

l iie seeret oi 1

iii'lustriolis rrenehmen.
hose Frenchmen ini' lit have employed tlieir ineel r> in a better w ay.
Of all I lie infernal way- of
t

niaj be sued for

Marshall Iiean has

mnoiiming to a man that hi- dinner is r- ady. that
heating a gong in hi-- ears is the most diabolical,
.ed enough to frighten away what appetite he might

wedges

cargo of Liverpool salt, in bond, is oil', red for
sale by ('apt E. H. Herriman.
A

INAUGURATION

tiov.

in

length.

least
were

The Hemoeratie State Convention will be held at
Portland. June 2sth.

Kangoi Whig thinks that Adam and Eve
of the garden with a tig leaf to their
is," Tie* general iinpiv--ion is tint they* didn't,
i\e eyes where the tig leaves were.
I lie

out

lVnna

which
every-

LOCAL ITFMS, & c.

City.

LOCAL I.YUICS. No.;.
lobster! What a piteous tale!
lie sought upon deceiving bait to sup,
Amt now a hardshell family await
I o know why, like Elijah, he went up.

Here in

H is

u

hard case, and its made much harder
liy plugging claws, and boiling him alive;
Hut though thus sadly martyred tor the larder
If is \ irtues, like the truly just, aurv ive.
»•* a

ba«i to be thus cruel and

ijuite clear
againd it tliat is valid—
Hut it compelled by hunger’s toolli, 1 tear,
Kattier than sentiment, we’d take the salad!
I

is
1

hat there's

:i

law

W. T. U. Runnels. of Seur.-port. lias patented
washing machine.

was

inaugurated to-day

The

military display was the largThere

were

at

fxXK) strangers in the city, and the
through which the procession passed
crowded on either side by spectators.

streets

liANinm. May o. A lire this morning partially
• lesjroved
a
wooden block of two stories corner
Hammond md Clinton streets, owned by J. W.
Nickerson and J. K. Moore, sm«l occupied by \. 11.
< ook
ts a meat market, and
Mierman A Hall as a
The losse- are a- follows: d. W. Xiekel*ioeerv.
•u about..*100 H insured ssoo in the Cnion Co. of
l»angor. J. K. Moore, s-joo; insured in the Lancaster Co. of Pennsylvania.
Sherman A Hall,
insured Sn.'»0 in the We-t < he-ter Co. of New
Itoehelle, N. A

and

English

est ever seen in the State.

tiser.

County

HIS

The eerenumies attendant upon the occasion
were the most imposing ever witnessed in
this city ; the procession being several miles

On Sunday night a vessel outlie stocks at Kohbinston, nearly completed, was destroyed by tire,
siu; was being built by Mr. Henry E. Carter, and
In r measurement was about *210 tons.
She was in-iired for Sr,poo. as we learn from the < alais Adver-

News of the

OF GOV. ENGLISH.
MESSAGE.

New Haven, Conn., May 1.

Kevels, ihe eolored Senator, i- starring it through
M assaehlisetls.

day

forced their wav

ous

The Clo.spe! I tanner -a Vs : “From what we have
heard we should not wondci if these two roads
the Portland A Kenuebee and the .Maine Central)
were united and doing business a- one eorporation
n<frr "a. u 'tnt' l», iore t/b' f<)»rth of
nr rt."

\ lad of eighteen y ears, in Pmtler county,
v lviuiia, never saw anything till the other
Ho,-tor removed cataracts from both his eyes,
b id been there since his birth,
lb* now seethin
oid i "reatly ania.vd and delighted.

of the neat little steel

burglars

The lively black fly has come, and the industrimosquito will soon be presenting his bill.

story is told of two Vermont captains in the
war. between whom was n generous rivalry. relating to lheii own gallantry ami that ot their eomLoth wi'iv dangerously wounded at tin*
Hie
Wilderness. Captain It. was insensible for two
on the third opened his eves and inquired
but
days,
it < aptaiu W. was alive, and on being told that he
is doing
well, said energetically, “Well, if W.
And he didn't.
m live, 1*11 be d—1 if I die!"
A

li

one

with which the

into the bank safe at Rockland.

have.

went

damages.

a

Kvii.m>\i> 1 it.ms. The wood-work for Hu* bridges
over the* Sabjisticook River ami outlet of the Unity
I'otnl have been sliippetl to Bangor—all titled in
readiness to he put up. The piling across the dock
to Holt's wharf is nearly all driven, and about half
the aps are on lbr the whole distance. The woodhed, l-*rt feel long and iN wide, near the bridge,
will be finished this week. The heavy limbers for
Hu* turn-table
being framed on the doek. The
in* of ihe passenger and freight depots in this city
have been marked out. ami work will begin sit once.
The depots tit Unity has been located on the land of
Mr. Bartlett, who gives the company the land reare

quired for the Name, together with lam I damages,
amounting to $000 in all. The ship Kalos, from
< 'ardilV, with 1100 Ions of iron, is expected to arrive
this week.
The Concert of the Excelsiors, on Friday night,
was well attended. Owing to a defection in the
Hand, there was not so much of the “sounding
brass ami tinkling cymbal” as was expected. But
excellent.
the entertainment wa- neverthele
About 8130 was netted.

The

Legislature convened at 10.30.
English delivered an able and statesmanlike Message, in which he fearlessly re(low

viewed the late unconstitutional action of the
authorities at Washington, and commented
upon the rights of the state of Connecticut.
The following is an abstract of that portion
of the

Message—

After an expression of his gratitude to the people
of the State for their favor in again calling him to
the executive chair, and a well-timed recommendation of a shorter session than the Legislature ot
late years has allotted to its labors, the Governor
takes up the important subject of a Constitutional
( oin cation, rendered necessary as well as
expedient l>v the altered condition of the people, as well
as by the national legislation of the past few years.
it is over mty years since a convention ol this character assembled in Connecticut, and hut one of its
members it is believed now survives. The bulk of
legislation to-day Is upon subjects entirely unknown
and hardly conceived of in 1818, and the matters
which absorbed attention then are now considered
of small moment. Especially is the proposed convention necessary if the State determines to facilitate by any act of its own the operation of the so
called fifteenth amendment. The State Constitution
prescribes no qualification for an elector for any
other than the white citizen, while the new article
of the Federal Constitution prohibits the State from
making color, race or previous condition of servitude a disqualification.” As the General Assembly
has no power to make a white citizen of the United
States an elector of this State whatever qualifications
he may possess, I am unable to see how the requisite qualifications are to be provided for the citizens
■not white’ except by constitutional provision."
Upon the circumstances of the adoption of the
amendment, Gov. English says that in several of
•be States claimed as ratifying, “it was
accomplished by means of chicanery and force which would
properly vitiate any contract between one citizen
and another brought about bv such means.”
its
object and effect arc revolutionary of the recognition ot local sell-government as necessary to republican institutions and by the “power of appropriate
legislation" given to Congress the control of the
ballot in every State is given to the general government, upon which abuse the mockery of elections
under the bayonet in the Southern States is a suffiIf the State of Connecticut
cient commentary.
could by any constitutional act prevent this deprivation of her right to control her internal affairs in
her own way, he would not hesitate to recommend
it. but the forms of law having been complied with
and the amendment proclaimed as part of the organic law of the land, he knows of no way for the
accomplishment of this end. “The State is powerless for that purpose, but, as nearly two centuries
ago, its historic oak preserved its chartered liberties,
so, now, its people should treasure in their hearts
this vital principle of free government, for the time
will surely come when it will be again recognized
The Governor
as the safeguard ol the republic.”
deplores the tendency which the exigencies of the
to
break
over constilate war were held to excuse,
tutional restraints and subordinate them to schemes
for perpetuating a partisan ascendency in the Southern States.
lie
complains of the continued proscription and disfranchisement of a large portion of
the intelligent and influential citizens of the South,
and calls on the legislature to express itself strongly in favor of a general amnesty for all merely political offences.

[Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and age,must
paid for, 1
In this city, May 6th, Lucy F„ wife of William P.
Michaels, aged 36 years.

Watches !!

GOLD & SILVER WATCHES ! HAS

PORT

GOLD HUNTING WATCHES lor Ladies.
Beautiful Patterns and Warranted time pieces.

OP BBtFASX.

ARRIVED.
May5. Solis Ggn. Meade, Cunningham, Boston; D.
K. Arev, Ryan, do.
8th. Sell Little Annie, Thurlow, Fishing,
Utli.

Nathan Clifford, Slmte, Orland for New

Sell

York.
SAILED.
Sells Earl, Furguson, Boston; Oak drove,

Stay 5th.
Mathews, do.
11th.

Sell

Silver

light and delicate

all the preparations made
from Sea Moss Farine that it is invaluable for invalids and all those requiring a light and easily digested food.
are

Mv Head Aches! Well it may after putting so
miii'li poison on your hair. Nature's Hair
Rkstorattv e stops the ache, restores the hair to its
youthful vigor ami makes you feel like a new person.
To rents a hottle.
2w4 I
“Healing on rrs Wines,’’ say all who have
maile use ot Dr. IITstur's Jjolsdrn of 11 "tl! I (.'/((O' 1' //,
anil hy such use been cureil of coughs, eolils, bronchitis, sore throat, influenza or eohsumption. The
pnnlent will always keep this standard remedy bv
them.
The Times says Hr. Walpole has lost his beautiful chestnut mare. She ilieil suddenly in the harnIf the
ess, it is supposed from lfots or Tin worms.
Hr. had used Sheridan's Cavalry Condition l’owders, he would no doubt, have had his mare to-day
—tin } are death on worms.

MAINE

S l M M ER Alt R A NG EM ENT.

TWO TRIP

S-P E R

M AIII N E
on

Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday and
Thursday Morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above
named landings; arriving in Portland same night.
For further information inquire of
ROSS & STUDIVANT, 170 Commercial St.
or, CYRUS STUDIVANT, Gtn’l Agent.

I'OEEKl.'TKll

WEEKLY

KOll

CinilE.1T,
THE JOURNAL.

Belfast, Wednesday, May lltli, lsro.
Pi to H
sjii.00 to 101-,* Kounu Hog,
Corn Meal,
i.:to to o.oo Clear Salt Pork,
$.12 to
S to lo
1.50 tO 0.00 Mutton per lb,
Bye Meal,
oo to oo
1.10 to 1.5*5 Lamb per lb,
Kye,
25 to 30
lto oo Turkeys,per lb.
70 to 75 Chickens, per lb,
20 to 25
ltailey,
2.00 to 2 50 Ducks, per lb,
oo to 00
oo to oo
Marrowfat J
.25 to 1.50 Geese,
05 to 7u Hay per ton,
$10 to IS
Oats,
;;5
oo
to
$1.50 to 00
Potatoes,
Lime,
10 to
12 Washed Wool,
35 to :$s
Dried Apple .3,
ill
to
25 to 28
0.00
Unwashed
0.00
Wool,
Cooking,
40 to 00
25 to 00 Pulled Wool,
Butter,
*20 tO
22 Hides,
7 to 00
l(i tO IS Calf Skins,
17 to 00
50 to $ L
00 Sheep Skins,
20 tO
Lard,
10 to
13 Wood, hard,
Heel
$0.00 to S
$4.00 to O
Apples, Baldwin,2.00 to 2.25 Wood, soil,
0
5 to 0
oo
to
Dry
Veal,
Pollock,
s to 10 I Straw,
$8 to 10
Dry Cod
‘J.OO
to uo
Herds
to
20
17
Seed.
Clover
[
Grass,

MANHOOD,

1.14lli

arising

from

all diseases

impurities

the blood, such

an

Itlienm.

3m-H.

Pimples

and Humor*

on

\V AlIK-ROOMS,

Congress St.,

KOIt THE BENEFIT OF
and others who sutler from Nervous

PUBLISHED

YOUNG

MEN,
Debility,
etc., supplying the means of self-cure. Written by one
who cured himself, and sent tree on receiving post-paid
directed envelope. Address,
NATHANIEL MAYFAIR. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Cun 12.

Cure for Female Weakness.

PORTIAHD,

ntllK.

ELEGANT CARRIAGES
-AND-

HOAD

WAGONS!

We are now completing our stock tor the Spring and
Summer ot 1870, and otter, in the NEWEST DESIGNS
and ot the most thorough construction, a variety ot elegant CabrioleU, Victoria*, ('oupec, l*liae«
toirn, Top anti Open Bu^ieN, Jump Neatt.
<'a r real Id, diiii*lui(le.«, Ac., exclusively the
production of our well-known Preble St. Factories. We
have made great reductions in prices, and will sell lower
than any concern in the United States that sells firstclass carriages.—Prices uniform to all. Every carriage
we make i.> equal in every respect to those built to the
order ot our most valued customers.

will

get

pre-

low.

C(»i:i;ksi*uni)i:.N('1': solpitki).

preparation

is

scientifically

and chemically combined, and so strongly concentrated from roots, herbs,
and barks, that its good effects are realized immediately
after commencing to take it. There is no disease ot the
human system tor which the VEUKTINli cannot be used
with perfect safety, as it does not contain any metalic
For eradicating all impurities ol the
blood from the system, it has no equal. It has never
tailed to effect a cure, giving tone and strength to the

compound.

system debilitated by disease.

Its wondertul effect unon these complaints is surpristo all. Many have been cured by tin- VKGKTINE
who have tried many other remedies. It can well be
called.

ing

THE GREAT

ii loo i)

v u it i f 11: it.
PREPARED

P. Y

FI. il. STEVENS,
Holton,

Price $1.1'.). Sold by all Druggists.
Filtered according to Act ot Congress, in tin* year 1x70

by 11. U. Stevens, in the Clerk’s Office ot the District
Court ot the District ot Massachusetts.
::m44

NOW OPENING

valuable consideration 1 have given to my son,
Lftukr A. (lEouiiE, his time, from this date until
a

1710It
he shall be of

legal age. I shall claim none ot his earnbe responsible tor any debts contracted by him
alter this date.
SAMUEL 1*. OKOUtJK.
;twl::v
Frankfort, April 27, 1870.
nor

A. A. II 1C’14
that site has for sale the

NEW PATTERNS OF
GOLD

FINGER

RINGS

In great variety ot styles and patterns, including
wide llat. band ring, engraved ami plain, solid

the
Ink

gold.

Rubber Sleeve Protector,
Infant's Shields,
Babies Bibs,
and other rubber goods especially adapted
Also

a

only

cheerfully say to you and the public, I have tried this
valuable Female Medicine, and experienced a cure, without the aid of Supporters, from three bottles.
BIrs. G. H. Win nett.
Very respectfully,
Mrs. Belcher: Spending last summer with my
mother-in-law, BIrs. J. M. Barker, who lives at Island
Falls, 1 had a chance to test your medicine and find it
all it is recommended, and l wish to try it again. 1
send you live dollars for six bottles. Direct to BIrs. S.
A. Barker, Union House, Thornton, N. II.
sp3m40

you

Northport.
I
In Lincolnville, May 8th, by J. A. Brackett, Esq., Mr.
I Joseph P. Bloody ol Appleton, and Miss Deborah R.
I Moody of Lincolnville,

CO.,

holies.

to

choice assortment ot

least

$;iO.OOO.OOO

n

peculiarly adapted

to the wants ot

INVESTORS and CAPITALISTS,
Who desire to

the Manufacture of

make their investments with the most
of positi% e anU undoubted

satisfactory assurance
Security.
The

Ronds

are

Styles,
over

at

and *IOO,

$1,000, $500,

Black’s

and may be had

COUPON’

UEUISTEKEl).

or

Interest Six per cent, per annum, payable MAI l-t
and NOVEMBER 1st.

ItEP.il 11 l^TCrt IIO.\E.

\Y. I*. BU KRILL, & CO.
tH2

in denominations ot

I

Principal iiutl Intercut payable
City of 3Te%v York.

iu iiUl.U

Trice ttO and accrued interest iu

Currency,

in the

To the Honorable the County Commission*- r.-i or \
(hr <'aunty of IYaUln.
'IIT’HEKKAS, the Belfast and Mooschead Lake Rail▼ V road Company, by their President and Directors
thereunto duly authorized and empowered, have heretofore tiled with
you, their location of that section of their
said road that lies between Holt’s Wharf, so called, in
said Belfast,and the southern terminus of said road.
And whereas said road, as so located, passes over laud
owned, as far as your Petitioners have been able to ascertain, by the lollowing named persons, viz : William
Holt, .John Peirce, James White and A. K. P. Moore,
.John Stevens, Benjamin Poor, Frank W. Berry and |
Wife, Mrs. Berry, Stephen S. Lewis, W. O, Alden, heirs i
of Kufus B. Allyn, late of Belfast, Josiah Hall, Daniel
Haraden, or heirs of John Haraden, Reuben Sibley,
William or J. W. Frederick, Win, B. Swan, Daniel Lane,
dr., Belfast Foundry Company, Mary M. or Joseph F.
llall, Samuel Swcetser, Mathews & Co., Hall & Cooper, |
Win. Pitcher, and heirs of Josiah Simpson.
And whereas said Company is desirous to take so
much of the land aforesaid, covered by said location and
contiguous thereto as may be required for the construction and necessary convenience of said road us provided
by law.

Company respectfully

which price

tfold

they

their

on

nearly

pay
cost.

Seven per cent,

.-*1

iu

Government ltondn and other Securities dealt in
at tho Stock Exchange, received in exchange, at theu
full market value, and Bonds sent to all parts ut th
country, fret' ot Express charges.
All

They can be obtained by ordering direct Iroin u*
through any responsible Bank or Banker iu auy part
the

or

country.

FISK & HATCH,
n.'iukcu's.

prays this lion.

Maps. Pamphlets

and

full

information

furnished upon

whose land may be

required and taken tor the purposes
aioresaid, according to the form ot the Statute in such
cases made and provided.
Dated at Belfast this twenty-third day of April, A. D

application
or by mail.

son

in

peri

mi

isro.

Bellast and Moosehcad Lake Railroad Company, by
AXEL HAYFOKD their President.

Waldo, ss. County Commissioners’ Court, April!
Term, A. D. ltsiu.
the foregoing petition. Ordered, That the
County
Commissioners meet at the Court House, in Bel*:
on
last,
Monday Die :U)th day of Blay next, at 10 o’clock j
A. M ; and thence proceed tc view the route set forth In
j
Mu1 Petition; immediately after which at some convenient place in the vicinity, a hearing of the parties and I
their witnesses will be had, and such turther measures j
taken in the premises, as the Commissioners shall judge
;
proper. Amt it is lurther Ordered, That notice of the i
time, place and purposes of the Commissioners’ meeting i
aioresaid, be given to all persons and Corporations Interested by serving an attested Copy of said Petitiou
with this Order thereon, upon the Clerk of the city of
Belfast, and each one ot the before named persons over
whose land said railroad passes fund by posting
up the
same in three public places in said citv, and
by publish-

CARPETINGS.
If you wish to

purchase

Carpet

a

call at

Simonton Bros. & Co.

And examine the new Patterns
Lubin’s, Condray’s and Rimmel’s Perfumes,
Toilet Powders,
Jewelry new and rich patterns FINE GOlD and PLATSoaps,
ED CHAINS, CHARMS, new patterns in great vaLavender Water,
Pomades, &c.
just received.
riety.
Verbena Water,
Magnolia Water,
l.adie* and G-entt*
ing the same in the Republican Journal and Progressive Woolen
Florida Water,
Bay Water,
PORT' MONEYS and WALLETS, of the best stock
Carpets as low as $1.00
Age, public Newspapers published in said County, said
and finish HAIR and TOOTH BRUSHES a superior And the
Celebrated Aromatic Toilet Vinegar. publication and each of the other notices to be
thirty
article.
Please call, whether you wish to purchase or not. All days belore the time appointed for said view, that all
1.50
Tapestries selling at
Scissors ! Scissors ! !
goods cheerfully shown. The ladies of Searsport, and may appear and be heard it they think proper.
Attest—S. L. MILLIKEN, Clerk.
ALL the surrounding towns, are respectfully invited \
That can be warranted.
of Petition and Order of Court.
HERVEY,

Phconix Row.

to

call at

Belfast, May 4,

]¥©. -1. Ilaratleii
1870.

lBlocl*.

|37Q

English

CHICA GO.

CAL IFORNTA,

Grand.

OMMISSION DEALERS

IN

Cheese, Eggs,

f.AUl). Hi:A XS. DRIED ADDLES.

Poultry, Maple Sugar, Houey, &c, &c..
II & 12

Attest—S. L. MILLIKEN, Clerk.

FARE REDUCED
TO

BELFAST.

Itutter,

Copy

,°»w44

AMERICAN HOUSE

Blackstone, &

14 John Sts.

(Opposite the New England House,)

Trunk

'he WEST!
l)»r».00 LE§S than by an? oilier roulv. from
MAINE, Co Detroit, Chicago, C alifornia,
Mt. Paul. Mt. JLoui*, Milwaukee, Cincinnati,
anil all part* W EST anil MOET11 WEST!
THROUGH TRAINS LEAVE DAILY, from Rangor,
Skowhegan, Farmington, Augusta, and Portland, and
on arrival of Steamers from Rangor and St. John, making direct connection, without stopping, to all points as
above; thus avoiding HOTEL EXPENSES and HACKING in crowded Cities.
Baggage checked through, w ithout change.
At Refreshment Rooms, and lor Sleeping Cars,
American money

is

received

at

par from passengers

holding through tickets.
Tickets at lowed rates tin Boston, New
York Central, Huflfalo, and Detroit.

BOSTON.

Farm er.

Till* total lion will ntauil for the
iiN« of Naret at my Stable in H«*lfi»»t,
one mile North of the city, on the “Head ot
_the Tide Road,7’ every day in the week, exWednesdays, when lie will stand at Freedom

la:

cept

Village, over night.
In going to FIIEEOOJI on Wednesday’s forenoon,
he will pass through WALDO and KNOX Corner,
and returning Thursday through 1?I© HTVIX-EE
Centre and WORR1L, arriving home Thursday noon.
Persons and mares coming from a distance, will be
entertained FREE, at my house and stable during
their stay.
The above horse is a thorough bred “CLI REO*
and was imported at great expense by James
WAJLE
lllggiuo. Ksq., from *»,V ■llll .V.H l( U. exto
improve the breed of horses in this vicinity
pressly

Years old this Spring, weighs
is claimed to be a perfect made
horse in every respect. For draught or the road, this
horse has no superior. He combines immense power,
with light easy and graceful action. In order toonable
all who desire to improve their Stock, to avail themselves ot the services of this horse, 1 have concluded to
reduce the price, and to warrant tor $10.00.
FORD G A Y, Gay Farm.
»w41*
Belfast, April loth, 1870.

Eight
1,-400 iioiiimI*, and
This

horse is

GET THE BEST BLOOD !

MORRILL

CHIEF.

This splendid HT1LLIOI is six years
old, stands 10 hands high, and weighs 1100
pounds, lie was brought from Vermont by
IDress Ivl
D, 1C. Lucy, and his predigree is as follows—
Morrill Chief was sired by Young Morrill Jr., he
Square, Rangor.
by Young Morrill, and he by Old Morrill, he by Wood*
II. SHACKELL, Gen’l Passenger Agent, Montreal. bury Morgan, he by Justine Morgan. Old Morrill’s
C. J. BKYDGES, Managing Director.
pleasure ill returning her tlmnks to her lady
dam was by Harris llaiubletonian. Morrill Chiel’s dam
WM. FLOWERS Eastern Agent, Rangor.
customers for their kind and liberal patronage for
was by Napoleon, he by Flint Morgan, he by Sherman
Tickets for Sale in Belfast bv
the past two years. She has removed her establishment
Morgan, and he by .Justine Morgan. Morrill Chief’s
Omit
JOHN S. CALDWELL.
to the opposite side ot Main Street, and now occupies the
Grand Dam by Sherman Morgan Jr., he by Sherman
She is prerooms adjoining those of Professor Pierce.
Morgan.
ladies’
dresses
with
to
make
and
trim
taste,
Morrill Chief will stand at my stable in North
pared
cut,
The utmost
and in the latest and most approved styles.
Searsport on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursday and Friand
Ornamental
care will be observed in tittingand making up nice goods.
Carriage, Sign
days. At Searsport Village on Tuesday forenoon, at
Stockton Tuesday afternoon, coming home through
Having abundance ot help and every facility lor despatchPAINTING.
ing work, her customers may rely on having orders
Prospect. Ou Saturdays he will be at Belfast.
ill a superior manner by WM. M. HALL
Tkiims. To warrant $15. By the Season $12. Single
promptly tilled, Ladies are invited to call, examine styles
and consult with her. She believes herselt able to give
his old place over Mr. Whitten’s Carriage shop, Service, $7, Colts holden for service of the horse.
entire satistactlon.
Church St.
E. W. SEAVEY.
3w44
8w43
North Searsport, May 5, 1870.
Belfast, May 1870.
N, R, None hut the nicest carriage work solicited.

aking.
MRS. PIERCE, (formerly Mrs. Arnold.)
TAKES

accordingly.
Tkh.ms.—$1,00, for the Season, invariably

ern

THROUGH TICKETS can be procured at all the
Principal Ticket Offices in New England, New 1 runswick, and at the Company's Office, No. 22, West Market

DONE

:iwi:i

rjl

D.

East Union.

advance.
WM. E. 1IILT.

3w41

AT

LAW,

WASHINGTON, U. c.

in

Office, Cor. 4 1-2 and D Sts.,
Opposite City Halt.

(

j

House for Sale.
A

new

house

on

High Street,

tor sale

apply to

JOHN A. BRIGGS,
3w44
Belfast, May 10,1870.

Salt for Sale.
cargo ot lAvetrpool Flulilng- Halt, in Bond
at Simpson's Wharf, Belfast, tor sale cheap by the
K. H, IIERRIMAN.
subscriber.
tf 44
Belfast, May 10, 1870.

A

Mrs. Worcester & Miss. Littlefield.
respectfully inform the public that they
have taken rooms over A. J, St«v«nn Htore,
Mo. 04* IVIuln Htroot, and are prepared to attend to
Dress Cutting and making, together with children’s
clothes and all kinds of domestic sewing. We also proto keep an assortment ot patterns constantly on
S. M. WORCESTER,
land.
1L O. LITTLEFIELD.
18/0.
3wit
Belfast, April 8,

WOULD
fiose

HENRY HEIMS,

NEWELL'S MILLS, HEAD of TIDE, BELFAST.
fTMlE public is informed that the subscriber has reA sumed the DYEING business at the above place.
Work usually done at such establishments left with S A.
BLACK at the Bonnet Bleachery, High St. Belfast, or
at the DYE HOUSE, will be promptly attended to.
:;wTJ*
|. G. ALLEN.
Belfast, May 5, 1870.

NEW BOUNTY.

Manufacturer of

Tables

WITH THE COMBINATION STRING CUSHION
N«w and Second-Hand Table* alnay* on

hand and for
dive me a call.

*ale at the lowed price*,
R. E W1LMARTH, Agent.

who enlisted between May 4. and July
22d 1801 lor three years (it not already paid) may
now obtain $104) Bounty by applying in person or by
letter lo
GEO. H. M.
ROCK PORT, Maine.
;Uv4:i

SOLDIERS

BARRETT,

0m42.

NOTICE.

In

larger quantities and lower
prices than at any storo in
tho City

Dress Goods,
From

Bankrupt House in New
York are attracting the ata

tention of Customers
Nice

quality

All Wool Delaines

25 cts. per

yard.

Dress Prints 10 cts. per yard
Cotton Hose 12 cts. per pair.

SPECIAL BARCA I VS
■Waiting for -A.11.
SI MO NT ON

lillOS. & (JO

Bellust, April -7,1«?0.

t!4

WINDOW SHADES.

LATEST
BEST

NO. lOli «t)»BURY STREET, nONTOAL

Billiard.

CURTAINS ii FIXTURKS,

STYLES.
GOODS.

BELFAST DYE HOUSE

AN DE1INO N.

ATTORNEY

themselves

Searsmont.

In Lincolnville, May 8th, by S. M. Dunton, Esq., BIr.
Andrew Tarbell and Bliss Sabrinu Pendleton; by same,
Mr. Sedate M. Wadsworth and Bliss Caroline E. Dean,
all of Lincolnville.
In Northport, Blay 0th, by Rev. H. Murphy, Mr. Jefferson Rowe uud Miss Jennie L. Morrison, both of

completed

ON

PLATED and BLACK SETTS of

MARRIED.
Iii this city, May 8th, by Rev, Wooster Parker, BIr.
Janies 11. Cunningham and Miss Lizzie M. Swett, both
of Belfast.
In Searsmont, Blay 7th, by Hiram Wing, Esq., BIr.
Albee O. Heal and Miss Annie A. Wentworth, both of

when

Straw Factory
These Trunks are ottered to the public at wholesale or
retail, and as cheap as they can be purchased in Boston.
They are warranted to suit. Trunks and Valises made
to order.

Belfast. April 2«*., lsro.

completed portion of the Road is doing a profitand Increasing Business, and is fully

therefore one of the most substantial, conservative, and
reliable Railroad Loans ever offered in the market u. «

liAl I ..HOAD FACILITIES,

Varieties and

trade

The loan of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad C om
pany, being a First Mortgage upon tbe entire
Elne, property and equipments, worth

TRUNKS!!

WM. P. BURRILL &

a

equal in value to the whole amount ol the mortgage up
the entire Line—($ 15,000,000.)

Belfast.

.,

country, and command

on

STATE OF MAINE.

wishes to inform

Miwifci.

Hold Jewelry, Bosom Pins, Ear Kings and Sleeve
Buttons.

The
able

is

LADl HS.

Jewelry Store.

Fine

Kail road in the
ot immense value.

Court to proceed alter due notice to the parties interested, to establish the damages sustained by the parties

-AT-

If entry’s

TRUNKS!

Wherefore said

ings,

St

IN THE CITY OE
BELFAST, the west side of i'henlx Kow,

ftcouiaclt, Paiiu in tlie Hack, Uitliiey Complaints, Female Weaklier, aud
General Debility.
This

0

to the coast.

It will thus become one ot the most Important,
and profitable East and West Trunk Cine*

Collars

Paper

High

un

a

freights seeking transportation

Cull's, Neck Ties, &c., at-

In all

Freedom Notice.

Retail very
:tnH4

command

TRUNKS

at file

ness

a**ortui«*iit of

a

THIS WONDERFUL MEDICINE,made from an InReceipe, is entirely vegetable. and is a certain cure.
By inclosing a three cent postage stamp, I will seud you
which will give testimonials. ManufacturCircular,
my
ed and sold by Mrs. Linus Belcher, Randolph, Mass.
Sold by S. C. Goodwin & Co., Hanover Street, Boston,
and by all Druggists.
PRICE—One Dollar per bottle.
Notice to Stock Raisers.
Randolph, Mass,, October 10, 1SG3.
a tine three year old
Mrs. Belcher—I had been a suilerer for seven years [TITHE undersigned has taken
X. JERSEY BULL, which he will keep on his farm,
before 1 knew about your Medicine. I had no faith, for
season.
Farmers interested
at
the
East
union,
through
of
Medicines
and
several
1 lnul tried various kinds
Phythe Jersey breed, will govrelieved for a short time. I will in raising lirst-class stock ot
sicians, and was

dian

Linen &

short, easy, cheap and favorthe West to the sea, and will
large share of the enormous

e a

able route from

life time.

Have commenced

Faint-

ness,

House,

It will ma’

lit, and

to

fine assortment of the best of

a

tlie

Dyspepsia, Constipation.
Costiveness, Pile*.
DizziHeadache,
ness, Yvi tuiiii*

C. P. KIMBALL & LARKIN,
of Preble

a.

the entire system of Railroad and Water
transportation of the great West and
Mouth-West

In order to avail themselves ot

Care,
Coughs anil Colds,
Hroncliitis, Neuralgia, Itlieumatisiu, Pains in the Side,

CARRIAGES!

WHOLESALE AND C

Invalid.

Also

as

Scrofula, Scrofulous Humor. Caucer. Cancerous Humor, Erysipelas, Canker. Salt
Cicero.

IMPOIKTAIT

The Confessions of

will last

When completed it will connect the superior harfacilities of the Chesapeake Raj with
reliable navigation on the Ohio River, and thus with

bor

nice

PATTERN

WARRANTED

Cut,

of

AND ALL POINTS WEST! VIA THE
J. C. ROBBINS informs his friends and
the public that he has leased the above well
known establishment, where he otters entertainment to the travelling public.
There is no member of society by whom this book
He will thorough renovate the house, make
will not be found useful, whether such person holds the
relation of Parent, Preceptor, or Clergyman.’’ [London improvements and every way conform to modern needs.
RAILWAY
will
The
table
be supplied with all the delicacies that I
Medical Times and Gazette.
can be procured, and special attention given to order and
Manhood.’ The experience and reputation of Dr.
neatness in the sleeping apartments
Curtis in the treatment of the diseases set lorth in this
All the stages leaving the city take their departure
little pamphlet is the patient’s guarantee, and well defrom this house. Coaches run regularly to the boats,
serves lor the work its immense circulation.”—Daily
and
MICHIGAN CENTRAL, Southern, or Detroit ami
guests conveyed to any part of the city or country.
| Times.
Milwaukee Railroads !
tf 41
Belfast, May 10, 1870.
| Sent by mail on receipt of 50 cents. Address the
THROUGH EXPRESS TRAINS DAILY, making
Author, Dr. Curtis, 14 Chapman street, Boston, Mass.
direct connection between PORT LAND and I’ll 1C AGO.
.•JmodSsp
THROUGH TICKETS TO CANADA, California, and
DECATUR,. STEVENS & CO.
IT IS ALL

SHIRT

get

a

tin-

restoring

nent cure of

GEORGE W. LADD, President.

A MEDICAL ESSAY on the Cause and Cure of Premature Decline, showing how health is lost, and how regained. It gives a clear Synopsis of the Impediments
to Marriage, the treatment of Nervous and Physical Dkkility, Sterility &c., and the remedies therefor,—the results of twenty years’ successful practice,

t hat the young should learn how to avoid the most afflictive diseases always prevalent in civilized communiI ies, and hardly less important that men of middle age,
or those more advanced in life, should understand how
he lost powers of manhood may be restored. On these,
md kindred matters, the new medical work entitled
‘THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION,’’ by Dr. llayes, of Boston, contains a surprising
amount of valuable doctrine and information.
Our
readers may judge of the character of this interesting
volume tiv perusing the advertisement of the Peabody
Medical Institute, in another column.
splmto

all the MEN FOLKS and

and

health. and for the perma-

B. GilmAn.

Belfast, May 11, 1870,

Edition.

for

pound

•Josiah c. Mitchell.
Charles G. Sterns.
Samuel If. Dale.
Lysandeu Strickland.

corner

LADIES to send

NATURE S REMEDY. No. 10, Williamson’s Block,

DIRECTORS.

C.

SPECIAL NOTICES

VEGETINE
Purely Vegetable.

Carriages!

PRICES

I also wish the

A valuable Iiuliavi Com-

D. M. HOWARD, Secretary.
Bangor, April 27, 1870.

progress Westward, it penetrates and opens up
market the Wonderful Coal Oepotlu of
the Kanawha Region In West Virginia.
And thus brings the superior and abundant Coals of that
section into communication with the Iron Oreo or
Virginia and Ohio, and the Weilern, Roush
Western and Eastern markets.
In its

to

ISTotice.

Special

Railroad Wharf,

foot of State street, Portland, every Tuesday and Friday
evenings at 10 o’clock, or on arrival of Express train
from Boston, for Machiasport; touching at Rockland,
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mt. Desert, Millbridge and
Jonesport.

This being a MUTUAL Company, the profits accruing lrom th.* business will be returned annually to
the assured.

Kkmkmi'ku,—all persons dealing with ns
BEST THING Ft >11 COSTINVNESS. Dr. Har- cisely what they bargain for.
We make a specialty of
rison's Peristaltic Lozenges are warranted in
all eases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum, DysChildren's
pepsia, such as Oppressions after eating, Sour
Stomach, Spitting of Food, also Headache, Dizzi- Keep a great variety lor sale Wholesale and

UELt'AU'

MADE to order at the

CHAS. DKERING, Master.
WILL leave

Cargoos,

EBEN BLUNT, Vice President.

Is completed and running from RIOHNOXV, %'«•.
the celebrated WKIIT1 MILPHIIN
SPRIiVOS, In West Va., 227 miles. It is being
rapidly extended to the Ohio River, 200 miles further,
making in all 427 miles.

Lowest Price for Cash f

upon the most favorable terms.

keep large*
('happed Hands are very common with those who
have their hands much in water. A few drops of LOW-PRICED CARRIAGES,
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment rubbed over the built expressly for us in Philadelphia, New Haven, and
hands two or three times a day, will keep them soft Mass., lor sale at the very lowest rates.
V% agon*
and white. Fishermen, sailors, and others w ill do V'xprcvdd, (irrucerc, ami
constantly on hand.
well to remember this.

Pain in the Back and Loins, Sick Headache,
Coated Tongue, and Billiousness. For sale at No.
1 Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A. Harrison A
Co.. Proprietors, and by all Druggists. Mailed for
lib cents.
tim-ii

Any

A\H

to

CUT and

of which will be

CHESAPEAKE
OHIO KAIMtOAl)

STEA.HER

INSU1IAN ( E

.James Walk kb.
Samuel

Tilt

WEEK.

the mutual plan, and will write upon

Geoik.k w. Ladd.
Kbkn Blunt.
Uko. C. Pickering.

all the

IN THE MARKET.

LEWISTON,

to transact

Hulls, Freights and

WEAR.

I Knobby, Genteel & Modest Styles

:>wH

For Mt. Desert & Machias.

Exchange Block,

We also

ness,

Comprising

;

ready

So

For GENTLEMEN’S

IIERVEY, Phenix Row.

C.

Belfast, May 11, 1S70.

Filly

Nervous Headache, Liver Complaint, Ac.
Ac. q’lie Brain being the most delicate and sensitive of all our organs, is necessarily more or less
affected by all our bodily ailments. A headache is
often the first symptom of a serious disease. If the
nervous system is affected, there is always trouble
at its source in the pericranium.
And it may be
here remarked that as the nervous fibre pervades
the entire frame, no part of the physical structure
can be affected without the nerves suffering sympathetically. Liver complaint of every type affects
the brain. Sometimes the effect is stupor, confu-sion of ideas, hypochondriasis; sometimes persisten t
or periodical headache.
In any ease, the best remedy that can be taken is Plantation Bitters.
hi headache proceeding from indigestion or biliousand anti-bilious
ness, or both, the stomachic
properties ol the preparation will soon relieve the
torture, by removing the cause. If the complaint
is purely nervous—in other words, if it has originated in the nervous system, and is not the result of
sympathy, the Bitters will be equally efficacious.

JUST RECEIVED a SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OP

Watches

All Sizes and Styles. Imported English, French and
Swiss. The American, Waltham, Elgin and the Celebrated Watches ot the United States Watch Company,
Equal to the best in the world.
Any person wanting a Good Watch, should not fail to
call and examine the large assortment on hand. They
will be sold at very low prices.

Little Annie, Hubbard, Deer Isle.

Office,

which many other remedies have failed to reach.
It is justly called Nature's Remedy, being composed exclusively of Barks, Boots, and ITcrhs.
Its action upon disease is really wonderful. It
may be given to an infant with perfect safely. See
advertisement in another column of this paper.

LORD

IPrices.

!R,ed.-uced.

SHIP NEWS.

INSURANCE COMPANY.

Vegetine has suddenly become a household
word, simply because it is curing the suffering
public of all diseases arising from impure blood,

H. L.

—AT—

preme Court at ’Washington.
Another case between the same parties will be
taken up Saturday morning involving, it is said, a
different state of facts upon the question of notice
to the indorser.
Saturday—First National Bank of Chicopee v
Iliram O Alden. This was a suit upon a second
not* for 80000, given by Edward Alden and J. II.
Cousins as makers and indorsed by Hiram O. Alden. Defence—fraud in obtaining the note from
the makers and that no suit had been commenced
No, 3
against them before suing the indorser, and want of
legal notice.
Eiiat Eml Ki«>mluitk«a^ JIi»d-o
Defendants contended that the note haying been
made and indorsed in the State of Illinois, was to
BANGOR, ME.
be governed by the laws of Illinois, although by itterms it was payable in Boston. Upon objection of
chartered by the last Legislature of
plaintiffs counsel the court ruled otherwise and ex- This Company,
Maine with a guarantee fund of
cluded the testimony offered by defendants to show
the
in
indorsers
of
fraud on part
obtaining
prior
Thousand Dollars,
note.
Case was submitted to the jury on question
in accordance with the provisions of its charter, is now
of notice.

gave them brook trout for supper. If Ids boarders
get the dyspepsia by over eating, we think Holmes

wo

Watches I

DIED.

Sugar

& Molasses.

CALL AND EXAMINE AT

J. C. THOMPSON’S.
Mm4l
THEY

ARE

(ONUU!

THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND MORE!!
More or less of those nice Si.
Johns MHOHED ALE
WIVE® will be received per Steamer City of Rich
mond, the coming season, and will be sold at Whaleawle or Retail. They will be sold to the Vratle
at Boston prices, freight and other expenses off. Country Traders will please send their orders.
The Subscriber would say to his friends anil patrons,
that he is still in the

Ov/VJ*VV/\ J

agents of the several school dis- -| /VC'k BOXES OF HAVANA SUGAR.
TRICTS, of the City of Belfast, are requested to I JA "XF 25 llhds. Centrifugal Sugar.
meet the Superintending School Committee of said City,
14S llhds. and 25 Tcirces Superior quality of Remedios and all that will taror him with a call will be uaed right.
at the High School Room, in Central District, on Satur
MOLASSES per“Sc’h. 11. Curtis,*’ from Havana and
All kinds of Vraih and Pickled Ptefe constantly
at 10 oi the clock A. M.,
of
14th
next,
the
May
day
Caibarien.
day
on hand.
for consultation upon School matters.
$45 llhds. I
SO BltW. more ot that mil* Beauty Hour just
PHILO IIERSEY.
)
57 Teirces \ Vlctorie, San Jose, and Muscavado MO- received and ior sale for *8.50 per bbl.
TIMO. THORNDIKE >S. S. Committee.
Isaac Carver” lrorn Matanzas. For
“Brig
LASSES,
A. K. DURHAM.
per
JAS. W. WEBSTER, >
R. SIBLEY i SON.
sale by
3W41
Belfast. April ‘A»th, isro.
::wt2.
Belfast, April 25th, 1870,
4\V42
Bella •it, April -7. 1870

The

Fish and Grocery Business,
_

CHIQUITA.

|Ufo ^fttarttscmcnls.

BY V. BKKTT HAUTE.

Beautiful! Sir, you may say so. Thar isn’t her
match in the county,
I- tliar, old gal? Chiquita, my darling, my beauty?
fee I of that neck, sir—t liar’s velvet! Whoa! Steady
—ah, will you, you vixen?
Whoa! 1 say. Jack, trot her out; let the gentleman look at her paces.

Morgan!—She ain’t nothin’else, and 1’vc got the
papers to prove it.

Sired by C'hippewar Chief, and twelve hundred
dollars won’t buy her.
llriggs of Tuolumne owned her. I>o you know
Briggs of Tuolumne?
Busted himself in White Pine, and blew out bis
brains down in ’Frisco.

BRAND

WANTED

AGENTS

China and the
United States.

RUSH!

Tliv mi out iiiterestiujf, entertaining-, able
and thorough Book of the day. on an en<
grossing- and popular subject. JOO Page*.
By llev. Wil40 full-pagre Illustrations.
liam Mp««r, D. ■>., Corresponding- Secretary of the Presbyterian Board of Education, formerly Missionary in China and to
the Chinese in California.

scriptive Circular and terms. Addrvss
8. 8. iCRAITOH & CO., Hartford, Conn.

our

flanks in the
a

Idlin',

guleli, and Rattlesnake

Creek

In consequence of the great decline of Dry Goods in New York

a plank left in the dam, and narv
bridge on the
river.
had the grey, and the .ledge had his roan, and his
nevey, Chiquita;
\ ini after us trundled the rocks jest loosed from
the top of the canon.

Not

andBoston,
ed to

at
N. J.,
for sale. Large new Cottage, tine liign location,
with much bearing fruit; school and station very near.
Terms easy. Particulars sent by E. Morris, Burlington.

FRUIT

I

FARSI ol 21

acres

Burlington,

member of this

one

selecting

that will meet with

Being a cripple, I have made house planning a special
study. One built last season has proved a model ol conford, and venience,
beauty, and economy. Descriptive circulars
< 'hiquita
of Plans, Views, etc., with general information of value
Buckled right down to her work, and before 1 to all, sent free. Address (with stamp or script it concould yell to her rider,
venient.) GEO. .1. COLBY, Architect. Waterbury,
Took water jest at the ford, and there was the Vermont.
.ledge and me standing,
And twelve hundred dollars of horseflesh afloat,
and a driftin’ to thunder?

and

2.10

goods

UNITED

SALESS-ROOM
OF

steamer, and

13

CHOICE IOWA LANDS

beaver or rat. with nary a buckle otf harness,
lust ;t* she swam the Fork—that boss, that ’ar filly,
as

a

hoss! and—what do you

o,the nevey?
Drowned, I reckon—leastways he

$3 per acre and upwards, for cash, or
the Kona Bail road Land Co.
already built through the Lands, and on all
sides of them. Great inducements to settlers. Send for
our free Pamphlet.
It gives prices, terms, location;
tells who should come west, what they should bring,
what it will cost ; gives plans and elevations ot Is different styles ot ready-made houses, which the Company
furnish at from $350 to $1,000 ready to set up. Maps
sent it desired. Address
at

say?—

kem hack

the darned tool had no seat—ye couldn't
have made him a rider;
\nd then, ye know, l>oys will be boys,ttltd bosses—
well, bosses is bosses!
iverland Monthly for March.
see

SCALES!

Looked

a-

pure

as

sighed

1 looked at the hill’s gentle sIojk1:
All hushed was the blUows' commotion ;
And I thought that the light-house looked lovelv

Hope,

on

life's tremulous

|

life's closing hour, when the trembling soul flies,
And stilled is the heart’s last emotion,
lin n may the seraph of Mercy arise
Like a star on Eternity's ocean.

At

a

I

POULTICED.

famous ami fashionable

watering
place, gentleman
night was .suddenly
seized ill bed with an excruciating pain in
the stomach, which neither brandy, No. G,
nor any other remedy could remove.
His
wife, after trying a number of things in vain,
ami having exhausted all her stock of remea

one

dies, left her husband’s hed-side for the pur-

pose of getting a warm application. Guided
on her return by a light which she saw shining in a chamber, and which she supposed
was the one just left, she
softly entered, and
was not a little surprised to find her
patient
apparently in a deep slumber. However,
thinking lie might still he suffering, she gentle raised the bed-clothes, &c., and laid the
scalding poultice upon a stomach—but not
the stomach of her husband, which no sooner
touched the body of the person than he,
greatly alarmed, and writhing under the torture
of the burning application, shouted:
•Hallo! hallo! what in the name of heaven
and earth are you about there?” then, with
one spring from his bed, he made for the
door, and rushing down stairs, declared, in a
frenzy of excitement, that someone had poured a shovel of hot coals upon him. The woman, overcome with excitement and alarm,
gave frantic screams which brought her husband hurriedly itt from the next room to her
rescue
The husband was so much excited,
and also so much amused with the singular
mistake and (lie ridiculous position of his better half, that he
forgot ail his pains; but
early next morning lie, his wife and trunks,
leit for parts unknown. The poulticed gent Ionian still retains the handkerchief—a beautiful linen fabric, with the lady’s name on it.
which he considers of rare value.

There is groat excitement all

over

&

the

to all Inserted Teeth Saxes.

«TPrices lteduceil.^
g^Send lor Price List and Circulars.-ftfr
WELCH A CIHIFEITUM.
Boston, Mas*.. or Detroit. Hich,

PATENTS.
Inventors who wish to take out Letters Patent arc advised to counsel with MUNN 8c CO., editors of the
Scientific American, who have prosecuted claims before
the Patent OHice for over Twenty Years. Their American and European Patent Agency is the most extensive
in the world.
Charges less than any other reliable
agency. A pamphlet containing full instructions to inventors is sent gratis.
MUNN & CO., 37 Park Row, New York,

RICHARDS,

Aromatic

Store, Tapestries selling at $ 1.50

CURTAINS
tirely

kid

A

and

$1.25

Vegetable Soap.

down

to 87(i per

DRESS

Poplins

from

KOLD IIV ALL DBEGGISTS.
for
Ilruggist
SWEET UL1TV1XE-it equals (bitter) Quinine,
Bl’Pd by Steauns, Fakr 8c Co., Chemists, New York.

and I’ll Do You Good.” have

Du. Lanolky’s Root ami Herli Bitter* are a
sure remedy tor Liver Complaint in all its forms, Humors of the Blood and Skin, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice, Headache and Billious
Diseases, General Debility, &c., They cleanse the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite, purify
the blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare
it to resist diseases of all kinds. GEO. C. GOODWIN
8c CO., Boston. .Sold by all Druggists.

begins Aug,

a

Apply

to A.A.

year to poor

IPAIOUID B1.1XBB.-A Urge 40
column paper, ledger siie, illustrated. Devoted to
Sketches, Poetry, Wit, Humor, genuine fun. Nonsense
(of a sensible kind), and to the exposure ol Swindling,
U iimbugs, Ac. Only 75 ets, a year, and a superb
engraving “Evangeline,” 11-3x3 feet, gratit, 30,000 circulation.
Money refunded to all wlto ask it. It it wide-awake,

STAR

;

Special Agents.
i

J

LOOK!

LOOK!

1 N T O

No. 11 IMKENIX HOW,

yd.

and

see

3NT ow

the

largest

just

arrived

GOODS

selling

half

at

LOOK

CHAMBF.lt

SKI'S, KTAOERES,
WHAT-NOTS, &c., &c.
our

Linen

and

see our

SK

Mild, Certain. Sale, Efficient. It is far the best Cathartic remedy yet discovered, ami at once relieves and invigorates all the vital functions, without causing injury
to any of them. The most complete success has Ions? attended its use in many localities; and it is now ottered
to the general public with the conviction that it can
never fail to accomplish all that is claimed for it.
It
little or no pain; leaves the organs free from
rritatlon, and never over taxes or excites the nervous
system. In all diseases of the skin, blood, stomach,
bowels, liver, kidneys,—ol children, and in many difficulties peculiar to women, it brings prompt relief and

ftroduces

Ward’s

I'S, BEDSTEADS,
that all

can

M

THE

UNIVERSITY
250 CONGRESS

per

spool.

L. A Z A.J.IUS & MO Hill S’

at

prices
chaser,

that will

ple.ase

Dr. Ham’s Aromatic

Removesfrom the system the ill effects caused by the oxot alcholic liquors, and effectually destroys
appetite for these stimulants. It gives tone to debil-

spool.

the pur-

city

CAUTION.

Favorably

on
an

suffered with Catarrh
thirty
in six weeks by a simple
receipt postage free to all afT. J. MEAD, Drawer 170 Syra-

cured
HORRIBLE.-I
years, and
and will send the
was

remedy,

flicted. Address ltev.
cuse, N. Y.

the

attention

of

having it
imitation

Country

Merchants to the

job
lots that will be disposed
of at lower prices
than they can be

had in the Western Markets.
FASCINATION
OK
SOUL
CHARMING.—100 pages; cloth. This wonderfu
book has full instructions to enable the reader to fascia
ate either sex, or any animal, at will.
Mesmerism
Spiritualism, and hundreds of other curious experi
ments. It can be obtained by sending address, with dob
tage, to T. W. EVANS & CO., No. II South Eightl
Street, Philadelphia.

Ladies, call and

see

these

Goods,

and be convinced that Simonton
Bros. & Co. recognize the motto

WARNING TO THE PUBLIC. that, “quick sales and small profit”
tubular well, must produce
PARTIES using
license
ALL
receipt from Stephen Wait,
his is for the mutual
advantage of us all.
agents. Any persons having tubular well other than
a

a

or

itated mucous surfaces. Effete matter is removed from
the system,thereby restoring it to normal healthlul condition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaints, and till other Derangements of the Stomach and
bowels in a speedy manner. This elegant preparation
has stood the test of
years. A wine-glass full before eating will give a good appetite, and prevent all sufferingfrom indigestion. Ladies of weak and delicate constitutions should take the Invigorator three times a day. A
wine-glass full before retiring will insure sweet and re
freshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to
induce this he has put up the Invigorator in pint bottles
at 50 cents—quarts, $1.00 Principal Depot, 45 Central
wharf, boston. Sold by all druggists.
Sold in Belfast by H. A. 1EOU EM A CO.
In Stockton, by JTOIK1V !ff. AWEH and NfllM.
E. KVIflBALli,
lv5

J OBBERS. M.
We would call

Known Since 1829,

And purchasers must insist
if they do not wish to have
forced upon them.

Invigorator

the

and lower than at any

other store in the

Should occasion require you to purchase
B. A. Fahnestock’s
Vermifuge, ho particuiariy careful to see that the initials are Ji.
A. Tins is the article that has been so

and E) E GLASSES.
4W"For Sale at CALVIN II F.RVICY’S, Agent, Belfast.
ttlf>
JAMES KMKRV, Jeweler, Bucksport.

cents

Cotton Cloths & Prints,

VERMIFUGE

Spectacles

ceaave use

chine thread 8 rts. per

or

a

SIMONTON BROS.

BELFAST, Maine.
If 39

CO.

or

DKl'OSIT

penny earned.”

before the 1

January, February,

interest

KL

MAh KKS.

31

ignorance

ol the Quack Doctor, knowing
no other remedy, he relief upon Mint KY.aml gives
in
all
to
his patients,
Dills, Drops, &c., ho the iS'ostrum
maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called ftxtracts
Specific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its ellects i--.
curing a lew ia .1 humired.it is trumpeted in varum
ways throughout the land; hut, alas! nothing Is said ol
the balance, some ol wtiom die. others grow worse an:',
are lelt to linger and sutler lor months or years, until re
lleved or cured, il posssilde, by competent physicians.

Bank

tht*

ft

HUT ALL QUACKS AKK NOT KDNUHAM.

on

Notwithstanding

the foregoing facts are known t
quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, reganHe-i
ot the lile and health ot other-, thei• aie'those union;:
them who even perjure themselves, eoiitradictinir givin*mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in theli
uostrums. so that the ‘‘usual in-” may he obtained lot
protessedly curing, or ‘the dollar,” or fraction ot it,
may he obtained tor the nostrum. It is thus that m.m>
are deceived, also, and spend large amounts foi
\j. :i
ments with quackery.
DK. DlX’b

some

«

Instant Relief from Pain!

BRANCH,

w

ST., Portland, Me.

Address all letters to
HENDERSON & STAPLES, Agents,
University Brauch, Ji5»» Congre ss St.,
Portland’ Maine.

It.

COOPElt is still at the old stand ot

HALLS k COOPER,
where he will keep constantly on hand a good assortment of Lumber, Oment, Lime, Maud ami
IIair, also Corn, Flour and Groceries.
Thankful for past favors he respectfully solicits a continuance of the same.
M. R. COOPKR.
Belfast, Feb. 10, lsro.

.JAVA COFFJE E,
uio
JAPAN TEA

FLOUR, COFEEE
1*0 UK,
HAVANA
ST. JAGU
OOLONG
BEEF,
MUSCOVADO
LAUD,
RAISINS
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH,
A lull and complete assortment of Groceries, which we
invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will
make prices satisfactory.
W.M. B. SWAN,
A. CUTTER SlliLEY.
Belfast, May 1.1SG9.
tH.'l

BONNET

<
p;

Fur

U2

rt*

OQ

IJiirns,

w

Neum

M
os

o
w

Colic, Cramps,

Stints.
Sprains, Dysentery,
Siek

H0 h

\

ache, Pimples on the Skin,
ilhluins, Worms in Children.

S. A. BLACK &
March 29, 1S7().

CJ2.
o'

p

.4 si iionr Dray,list for it, anil if lie has net got it, he
irill order it for yen.
Manufactured by the Franklin Medical Association,
No. ii.S Winter St., Boston, Mass.
Tins Association are also Proprietors and Manufacturers of l)r. Foster’s justly celebrated Catarrh ltemedy.
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rant,
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Northport,

1132

Kugenie is the most Useful article
invented lor your use.
Circulars
Mrs. Morgan, P.O. Box. 24Its. N.Y.
(hn40

of Prospect, in the Count!/ of U’atilo, fur the
year 1800.

list of Taxes on real estate ol nonowners in flic town of l'rospect, for the
bills committed to Daniel Iierriman,
year
1800,
Collector of said town, on the twenty-first day of May,
1800, lias been returned by him to me as remaining unpaid, on the eleventh day of April, 1870, by his certificate of that date, and now remains unpaid, and notice is
hereby given that if the said taxes, interset, and charges
are not paid into the Treasury ot said Town within
eighteen months from the date ot the commitment of the
said bills, so much of the real estate taxed as will be
suflicicnt to pay the amount due thereon,
including interest and charges, will without further notice he sold
at Public Auction, at the store of Jeremiah Grant in
said town, on Saturday the twenty-sixth day ol November 1870, at one o’clock In the afternoon.
N. B. Here follows the list it being the same made
by the Collector to the Treasurer.
Value.
Tux.
Marcellus Emery, 00 Acres Marsh,
$30u,
New York Office 27 BEEKMAN ST.
Frankfort Granite Co., lit 1-2 Acres land 175.
■(
Waldo Granite Co., 25 Acres land, #1200
Two Shops, $75,2 Oxen $125
200
M. WATTERS, M. D.,
One Wharf,
100 1500
39,15
Alfred Berry 25 acres ot land
125
One House, $40,1 Barn $50
PHYSICIAN, SURGEON d ACCOUCHE Rt
00 215
5 01
AltTHUR HKAGAN,
ROULSTONE’S BLOCK,
Searsport, Maine.
Treasurer of Prospect.
REFERENCES; Dr, Buchanan, Philadelphia, Dr.
Prospect, April 22,1370.
;;iv42
Stockton.
Henderson,
4w4i.

following
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1 in1.'*-* are, U>'iiul all com;.
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unry works oi Physiology iv.r published.
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can

either

require

«»r

wish to

know, but

fully explained, ami many matter- .1 the itio.nt
important ami interesting character are introduced, to
what is
which
in
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no

language.

our
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All
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given

in full.

No

these valuable books. They
over

person should !•• without
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published.
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able trash,
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presented are treated with delie
al.dity and ear. and
as an appendix, mans useful pre-e. ,jui,,n
tor prexailim*
complaint* ire adde 1
H Sept. 7, isi ".
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arc

published
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of the day, and m cut if led loth, gratdinl.
our race for these invaluable pr«.dueti.u;-.
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be his iiliu to Induci non and w in. n to as old the enrol those diseases to which they
n! ; et, and
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th in just how and w hen t o do it.
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cle, llurninyton, Me., Si-pt.

truly

These

Haves,
For sale

by all the.principal Dry Goods Stores

in New

LKWIN 1IKOHM
Midland.
A CO., Hole
Aseiitx, It SI’M31 Fit STICKET BOSTON.
Mm ; 1

NATURE'S

of the
18fC.

scientific and popular w
the most learned and popular
The Medical and Snrv:,-n)

are
on. of

day.

Price of S( IKNTK

k
by In
ph\ -it iau-

1*11 \ >l< )|
Ol'.I.H-K. t a
: no.
in
OI.SKASKS,
Postage paid.
receipt ol | :.

M

“Tine Pkakody Mkhh ai 1\
t
m
,,
KS, No. 1 Uullineh St roet, Poston.
N. H.—Or. 11. may be consulted in .strictest cenfidem e
on all diseases requiring skill,
secresy and experience
iNVIOl.AIil.K St'.ri: KSV A.NM'I IMAIN UlilllK. hit
Address

rp<*

I

fel

A

Eh
Contains No LAC SULPHUR—No
SUGAR OF LEAD—No LITHfree from
the Poisonous and Health-destroying- Drugs used in other
Hair Preparations.

Transparent
tinest 1

and clear

.1'a. ‘21

entirely

crystal, it will not soil the
auric—perfectly SAFK,CLEAN and EFFICIENT
—desideratum* LONG SOUGHT FOR, and FOUND
AT LAST.
It restores and
prevents the Hair from becoming Gray,
imparts a soft, glossy appearance, removes Dandruff, Is
cool and refreshing to the head, checks the Hair from
falling off, and restores it to a great extent when prematurely lost, prevents Headaches, cures all Humors,
cutaneous eruptions, and unnatural heat.
OR. <3. tUUFTIf, Patentee, Groton Junction,
Mass. Prepared only hy PROCTER BROTH.
ERR, Gloucester, Mass. The Genuine is put up In a
panel bottle, made expressly for it, with the name of the
article blown in the glass. Ask your Druggist for Nature’s llair Restorative, and take No Other.
Sold ut Wholesale by W. F. Phillips & Co., Portland, Me., and at Retail by all the Druggists In the State
and elsewhere.
0m40
a*

hi \

of

ARGE—No NITRATE OF SILand is

I

female complaints.
llis medicines are prepared wit!, hie « xpre.s |>ur|.,>-«
removing all diseases, such a tlebilily, woakiu•**, un
natural suppressions, enlargement of the womb,
;,il
discharges which flow from a morbid state of the Mood
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiai
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases »t the
female sex, and they are respectfully invited to call ,i

«

VER,

I.ADIkS.—The celebrated l»i{.

particular branch of the treatment <»t all«ii-.
p, culi.tr
to lemales, it Is now conceded by all. hotii in this conn
known practie
try and kurope,) that he excels all otln
ioners in the safe, speedy and effectual 11<-atiin ni of ;ti|

►3
pj

<i

llil'

particularly invites uli Ladie* who n». 1 a .1/,
Surgical adviser, to cull at his Booms, l*1 Kndicu st
Boston, Mass., which they will Uml •> -n- <1 ;.,r hi. li
special accommodation.
hit. hlX having devoted over t\wnt\ years to this

H
H

|„,

Du. 11 A Y

!>

fi

< m, 1

V ey morocco, (till gilt, f.'i.Co.
hither book sent by mail on

RESTORATIVE

i

I,N V.

A Farm, situate in
on the
shore road, six miles from Belfast, and
one from
Saturday Cove, containing
about fifty acres of land; cuts about
tons of hay; a
pasture; well ienced;
plenty of water; an orchard and cranberry bog. and a
pleasant location. A house, barn and out-buildings,
i'be above will be sold at a bargain, Apply to the subscriber on the premises.
F. A. DICKEY.
ti'19
Northport, April 4. 1X70.
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BLEACHERY

JliC'Millinory Goods to bo sold
gardless of Cost.
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Nervous Head-
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hook lor e\ery man.
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Untitled SKXl A I. I'lH Slol.oi.'i ol
HI It DISKASi .s
or, \\ »ma\ »

A Sure Cure and Instant Relief.

a

I*i:im.vi

in v

and

s

and all other diseases

A

H

in

Vita

ture years. This is indeed
only One Dollar. jn.» pag«
HAY KS, Author.

BONNET’S and HATS bleached or colored,
J and made into the latest styles promptly and neatly. Men and Boys Straw and Panama Hats bleached,
colored and shaped.
We have also a lot of men and Bovs'Canton Straw
Hats to be sold very low.

Non-Resident Taxes
In the town

GRANULATED SI ’OAR,

it au.sti-.ii

Youth,

<*i

0

astonishing rapidity with which they cure diseases hitherto considered incurable.
A valuable Book
tree, containing important Physiological information
tor everybody. Agents wanted in very town in the
State. We would be pleased to communicate with any
one desiring an agency for the sale of the University

tr_\i

Kx

Man, Notviii
on dpi a

the

CO UN,

Soft Finished Ma-

A Obi

j

NEW VO UK

WILLIAM

<J K 1. K li K AT K l>

Thread, (200 yds.) 3

on

eve*ything'”

1

METALLIC CASES

B. SWAN & CO., having purchased the
Stores, Storehouses and Wharf of II..I. AN
are
now opening an entire new stock,
DERSON, Jr.,
consisting in part of the following articles.

Perfected

certain cure. The best physicians recommend and prescribe it; and no person who once uses this, will voluntarily return to the use of any other cathartic.
Sent by mail on receipt ol priec and postage.
1 Box, $0,25.Postage (» cents
5 Boxes, 1.00.“
18
12
2.25.“
39

false certificates ai d retereners, and recommend
atlous ol their medicine* to; the dead, wh > cannot expo-,,
or contradict them; or who. besides, to further their un
positions, copy from medical book-, much that i- written
of the qualities and ell ot.- of different lu-t bs and plant
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extra t
: \ .-lines
&c., most of which.it not all, eontaln Mercury, because
of the ancient belie! of it-“curing
but m»u
known to
kill more than is cured
ami those not
kill' d, constitutionally injured for lit*-.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND

Through

DR.

NOTICE.

COTTON.

QUACK NOSTRUM-MAKERS,

lhrough

DOW. Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Endioott St., Boston, is consulted daily for all diseascharges are very moderate. C’oiumunie.ition* sacredly
es incident to the female system.
Prolapsus Uteri or
Confidential, and all may rely on him with the strieteH
Pulling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and
a.
secrecy and confidence, whatever ma\ hr the di-a-a .•
other menstrual d ‘rangements, are all treated on new
on hand of all sizes, from two feet to six feet six
always
dition or situation of a ay om m.iiro <1 or slug!.'.
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a
Medicines sent by Mail md 1
t
.j.,:
few
So
certain
is
this new mode
very
days.
invariably
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under W IMi'l I' i' tMli KTS always on hand, or made ; United State.All letters requiring advie-* mu
!
to order, and trimmed in theLATKST Sit Lh
i. il.tr t
it, and the alllictec1. person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Insure an answ« r.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
Address
l)u.
I..
.V >. :1 Kmlieott >t. Ho .Dm, M iII.4
1415
l)i\,
IVOOIM
INK
readv
l.uW
ETM,
cure of diseases of women than any other physician in
made,at
Huston Jan. 1 1r*7o
i yr
!
I’lMCKS,
Boarding accommodations lor patients who may wish
( OmiJ* (IBE1P,
to stay in Boston u lew days under his treatment.
MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD
Dr. Dow, since 1815, having contined his whole atten
No. 11 Phoenix Row.
tion to an office practice for the cure of Private Diseases
rt'iti.isiiki> r.\
in
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the
tils
A. li. MATHEWS.
j U. 1>. FIELD,
PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,
United States.
N. B.—All letters must contain one dollar, or tin v will
(Opposite Kevcre li. u
not be answered.
1000 Copies Sold tho Lust Year.
Office hours from S a. m. to 9 l\ M.
Boston Julv
1869.
OR. FOSTER’S
ly t
Tilt: SCIKXOK UK I II T ..r KKI.l Kl.l
I l:\A
'110N. A Medical Treatise on the r-t.i
and ('ure.q
K i» mil i v. i. i n i x i r n» \ !

is

finished, cloth-lined button

SPOOL

a

long experience, practice.and observation.

<

of December.
Marcli or April, will be placed
the 1st of each month.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room, lrom '»
to I A. M., and
to 4P.M. Saturdays lrom to lv* A.M.
JOHN II. tJL’IMBV, Treas.
ASA FAUNCE, Brest.
Belfast, Nov. 1‘), 18CU.
tfH*

D

upon

HENDEKSON

Unfailing Eye Preservers

25 cents.

TIMK TO

in Boston than in other l.uv.

numerous

AFFLICTED AND l NFOK'l UNA t I
be not robbed and addto your sufferings in brine ,t.v,
iv.-1
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, 1 d-«- promi-,
and pretentions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS
who know little of the nature and charade- of
Npeeul
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit tore. ,1
Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
in any part of the world ; others exhibit Diplomas ot the
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and
advertising in names of those in- rt.-d In the diplomas,
but to further their imposition usxiim- mum- of other
b>rated physicians long since dead. Neither b dnriv ed

CAUTION

buy Medicines.
F. P. HENDERSON, M. D., Consulting Physician,
cases cured by Contract.
Medical Advice, tree. Office
A. B. MATHEWS.
hours, from 8 o’clock in the morning to 8 o'clock in tin

so

tfi*

C. D. FIELD.

holes, selling TWO boxes for

K ms ITS made

AND STAPLES, Agents for the
State of Maine.
We have just arrived in
PORTLAND
with
a
full supply ot the celebrated
prices of our
CHESTNUT UNIVERSITY REIIKll'NEM. These Curatives are the favorite proscriptions of the New V.u k
SIDEBOARDS, Medical
University. What may seem almost incredibli

prices, cheap
J and not to be undersold in the State,
IOOK

at 8 cents.

Savings

Tin:

more

1>R. 1)1 X
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians
many ot whom consult him in critical cases, became ot
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained
through
so

To Females in Delicate Health.

of the

large stock of COMMON FURN1-

Ac.,

TABLES,

hemmed, selling

Hrlfa^t, Tlaiiie,

IS

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
escape imposition ol foreign and nativ.

quacks,

Jeweller, BELFAST

‘A penny saved is

! LOOK ! at the quality and
CUSTOM MADE WALNUT and

at

all

Relievos

PATENTED, May 18,1869.
Price 75 cts. By Mail $1.00.
J. €. LEWIS. Proprietor,

tl7,0

Furniture

TURK, PINE CHAMBER
IOOK
CHAIRS.
&c.

LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS

-NOW

the most Distressing cases of Phthisic in a lew minutes.
Inhaled with tiie breath, it goes directly to the Lungs
and air cells, and relief is immediate and certain.

stock of

offered in this city. PARLOR SUITS
LATEST STY! ES
.1 U S T
O V K N l N <

PAPER COLLARS.

the above will have to pay a royalty of $20 for infringement. Good, pure water obtained In one hour by using
Waite’s Patent Water Well. $30 a day made
in the business.
Those wishing exclusive rights in
States and counties, apply at once. Tools used cost but
a trifle.
Full printed instructions sent. Circulars free.
Deeds sent
Express, collect on delivery, to any sectearless, truthful. Try It wow. » eta. is year tion. Any by
one can do this business after
reading inTREE. Address “BANNKK,” Hinsdale, structions. AH
patties dealt honorably with. STEPHEN WAITE, Patentee, New Bedford, Mass.

Specimens

)
[

Agent, South Brook*. Me.

Phthisic !

to

To avoid and

’Sorius

Belfast

EARS

.•

marked down

LINEN

ticularly

Chicago, III.

C. FlERVEY, Watchmaker and

Always

evening.

Lioermort, MeadriUe Pa.

UCIAf Haok.—Agents sell 100per week Price
lie If Address L. STEBBINS, Hartford, Ct.'

Uoner.il

GOOD AGENTS WANTED

prices has
department.

F5YCHOMANCY.

educates

applied

in

their value.

party of travellers

VkcslMIcat
MaadrIUe
Ministers; *100 SchMl.-UnlUrtan;
students1
39.

provision is in addition to the ordinary non-forfeiting character of the Policies of this or any other
Company. Policy holders participate in the profits of
the Company, and are allowed thirty day- grace, lor the
payment of renewal premiums,
Dividends
at the option of the assured.
No restriction upon residence or travel in tin- United
States or Europe.
SAMUEL T. HOWARD,
President.

or

DAMAGED

M< >Y EM ENTS.

LEWIS’ INHALANT, lor the l’hthisic,

William Ntr^H.

ever

Doctor

Europe

Ueto 3,itetis*nwnts.

YORK

This

Charles Austin,
Pup.ton Foster,
Fri:i> Cushman,
(iKo. Mayo,
Fred Pitcher,

by

Phthisic!

nuities.

J. I. WATTS,

pair.

from 55c to 28c per

For the Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children.

1 WEN TV

j

pi

GOODS.

perfect slaughter

j

r
II IS Company issues all kimls of Life and Endowment Insurance rolicies.
Especial attention is
called to a new provision, contained in Policies issued
by this Company, by which after the payment of live or
more annual premiums, they may be converted into An-

prices.

gloves.

marked

NEW
Oflicv Ho. O.'I

large assortment constantly on
hand, every pair warranted

Nice

“Buy Me,

en-

and fresh

designs,

new

stocks,

i

hear each other

mgaged ill treatment of Special Diseases, a fact «>w«-P
known to many ( itizens. Publishers, Merchants. Hot.-’.
Proprietors, ike., that he is much recommended, ami pai

country,
Galvaston. Textion from mean time being litteen seconds.
as, and back, by steamer and railroad.
I'.. KICK,
I. VKOOMAN, Engineer N. Y. C. & II. R. II.
o( W hitney & Bice, 17*»
Watch No. 10.°>? Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Murk,
Broadway, N. Y.
Frederic Atherton &. Co., Marion, N. .JmanulaciurSrxnrRy, Penn., Feb. LT», pstSW.
"
ed by U. S. Watch Co., lias been carried by me since
Frederic
V1VI1, -Nio- H7(i—bearing Trade Mark,
June, 180?; its total variation lrom mean time being on- Atherton >x ( ■>., Marion, N. .i.,’’ manufactured by U. .S,
Watch Co., has been carried
HENRY SMITII,
ly live seconds per month.
by me the three months
its
total variation from mean time
Treas. l’anama K. II., bis Wall Street.
being only f» seconds
Watch No. 12012—bearing Trade-Mark,
l
S. i during that time II. DK LANCY engineer IK. K. K.
Watch Co., Marion, N. Jmanufactured by United
\Vat« it No.
lior,-bearing Trade-Mark, “Frederic
States Watch Co., has been carried by me live months: i Atherton N Co., Marion, N.
.1.,” manufactured by F. s.
its total variation from mean time being only twelve \ Watch ( o., has been carried bv me
eleven months; its
seconds.
(1EO. LOVTS, (tenoral Eastern Fassengci total variation from mean time
being only -even seconds
in the entire time.
Agent, Toldo, Wabash & Western Railway.
A. II. KINC, 7 Bark Place, N. Y
Watch No. 1259—bearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic \ icc-Pres't Elastic Cone
Spring Co., N. -J. Car
Athcrsou & Co., Marior, N. J.,” manufactured by U. S. j and 11. Co.

For Sale

—OF—

been made in this

jour

President N. J. R. R. & T. Co.
Watcii No. 1123, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N..I.,” manufactured
by United States Watch Co., has been carried by me
14 months; G months of that time at sea, and in all the
various climates of Europe. During that time and since
my return it has not varied one second per week.
II. LASSING, Manager Knickerbocker Life Insurance Co.. 101 Broadway, N. V.
Utica, N. V., Feb. 13, 1870.
Watch No. 1038, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark,
“Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N.
manufactured by U. S. Watch Co., has been carried by me twenty
its
total
variation
from
meantime being five
months;
seconds per month.
/. C. PRIEST,
Asst. Sunt. N. V. ( & II. R. R.

never se*»or

DR. DI X

YORK.

Lake Street,

CO..J42

arranged that patients

it cannot be contradict*-.!,
except b»
or do anything, even
perjure them
to
selves,
Impose upon patients,) that he
IS i'll fc oNI.A
i:K(ill,AK <115 A 1>I AIK IMEi U1AN
Al>VF.KTlSlNO IN lU ►> 1»> \

HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Certificate.
Co.. Marion, X. J..” mamifaeinivd liv Initod States Watch Co., lias
JgJ'W.vTOii No. 10$0, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark. " Frederic Atherton
been earned by me from December. isi;s, to January ITtli, INTO; its total variation being only turn seeoiid.s in the entire time.
New York, Jan. 17. INTO.
L. K. Chittenden', Late Register 1'. S. Treasury.
Utica, Is. l. teb. 11, WO.
Watch No. 1124— bearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic
W
atch. Co., has been carried by me six months; its toWatcii No. 2017—bearing Trade-Mark, '■ Fayette
Atherton &Co.,” manufactured by the U. S. Watch Co.
tal variation Irorn meantime
being only eight seconds
has been carried by me seven months; its total variation Stratton, Marion, N. J.” manufactured by IJ. S. Watcii per month. Have been
travelling through different seclroru meantime being only six seconds. A. L. DENNIS, Co., has been carried by me 12 month -; its total varia- tions ot the
from New York to

AND FIXTURES LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Goods at reduced

A

ANK

And GILES; BROTHER &

so

quacks, who will say

Wholesale Rooms. 13 MAIDEN LANE. NEW YORK.

Iyr34

onr

FROSTED

N

boldly asserts, (and

WATCHES, PENDANT WINDERS AND KEY WINDERS.

NICKEL AND

BOTH

yard.

have been added to

is

AND ,J0liliEUS

NEW

LANE,

l»t\

Recollect, the only entrance to his office i- !l'o. 41. ha*
Ing no connection with his residence, consequently in.
family Interruption, so that on no account can any per-.>n
hesitate applying at his otllco.

The liner grades all having three pairs Conical Pivot*. Cap Jeweled, in CJol«l Settings, and accurately adjusted to Iffat, (old and
Position-, and all, even
in the cheapest grades, have the STRAIGHT LINE Escapement, with Exposed 1’allet .Jewels, and Hardened and
Tempered Hair Springs; and lor our late improvement in
STEM WINDING mechanism we claim a STUKSd Til, SIMPLICITY, and SMOOTHS FSS hitherto unattained in any other
manufacture, at home or abroad,
full
Constantly on hand,
lines, all sizes, in Gold, Silver, Diamond Set and Magic Cases, Minute Repeaters, Independent M, l a Split and Fly-hack Seconds, for
taking
three different times,'lor timing horses, Artillerymen. &c,
4b*“I*rice List furnished the trade on application, enclosing business card. For sale by the trade generally, lieware ol worthless imitations, with which the
country is
Hooded. Insist on a certiticate of genuineness from those ol whom you purchase, and see that the words, Marion. N. .J., are engraved on the
plate over the main spring
barrel. All others are spurious.

THE EXCELSIOR

forced to grow in six weeks.
Receipt sent for r>0 rta. Ad1 iox
New York P. O.

at tlie massacre of four prisoners
by a party
“t (ireek brigands.
It will be remembered a
were captured
recently and
bold for ransom. The Greek government had
made every effort to save them, but in vain.
Negotiations having been exhausted, the
troops moved against the robbers and drove
them to a tower on the coast near Grope,
where they were surrounded on Friday afterOffers were once more, made to the
noon.
brigands, but were rejected, and atteu o’clock
next morning an attack were made on their
position. The bandits were easily routed and
lied and a most exciting chase followed. For
seven days the prisoners were
dragged night
and day through morass and ravine, enduring
thirst
and
the
most
terrible
hunger,
suffering.
During the retreat Lord Muncaster made his
and
was
found
and
communicated
escape,
with the pursuing party. The chase was then
renewed with vigor. On the fourth day, Mr.
Herbert, an attwhc of the British Legation,
and Count liovl, secretary of the Italian legation, becoming thoroughly exhausted and unable to proceed further, Bagging behind and
much delaying the escape, they were brutally
murdered. On the next day, and the fifth day
of the pursuit, Vvner, Lord’s Gay’s brother,
and Mr. Lloyd, their exhaustion
again impeding their ii'ght, were poignardeu, the baud
having exhausted their ammunition. At last
accounts the troops were still in pursuit of the
bandits, with but little hope of their capture,
their superior
knowledge of the country rendering their apprehension difficult, now they
are unimpeded with prisoners. A terrible excitement prevails in Athens, and the reports
have produced such a terror that travellers do
not dare to leave the city.
The combined legations in Athens are urging the most strenuous exertions on the
part ot the government
of King George to avenge the murdered. The
bodies will be brought to Athens and buried
with funeral honors by their
respective legations.

stock in the

Rockland

MOUSTACHES
II.

dress

Of all the Grades
ol AMERICAN

MANUFACTURERS

GRIFFITHS,

SAWS of all descriptions.
AXES, IiELTlNG and
MILL FURNISHINGS.
CIRCULAR SAWS with
Solid Teeth, or with Patent adjustaiu.k Points,

superior

samples repre-

large

per

Saws! Axes! Saws!

In

WRONG MAN

received

(CMTABLIMHCn l»IO.)

WELCH

The time is long past and the scene is afar;
’i et when tin' head rests on its billows,
Will memory sometimes rekindle the star
That blazed on the breast of the billow.

THE

just
senting

PLUMMER & WILDER,
HI Tromout Street, Rost on.
a-

prices

ever.

Have

COMLPANY,

-——

at lower

CARPETINGS.

Butterick’s iBa/tterns.

ocean.

resolved, both

stock and cater to

our

public taste,

than

AND

as

That star

the

HOWE SEWING MACHINES!

No longer the joy of the sailor-boy’s breast
Was hearil in his wildly-breathed numbers;
t he sea-bird had flown to her wave-girded nest.
The fishermen sunk to his slumbers.
I

SCALES!

!

ocean.

have received

we

have

we

to increase

HAVING

the spirit that made it.

that

tory,

purchased the patents, stock and good
will of the Sampson Neale Company, otter
tor sale Seales of every description of the NA .111*801
and IIOWK Patents.
Constantly cu hand and tor sale by
A. A. Fit AX A B «fc CO..
11<» Federal Nt., Boston.
Sol General Agents for Xew England and Canada.

The murmur rose soft as I silently gazed
< >n the
shadowy wave’s playful motion.
And the dim distant hill, where the beacon-light

blazed.
Seemed a star in the midst of the

SCALES!

patronage

the first year from the public, has
been so encouraging and satisfac-

THE BRANDON MANUFACTURING CO., VT.

The scene wit- more beautiful far to my eye
Than il day in bis pride bad arrayed it;
The land breeze blew mild, and tlic azure-arched

sky

The

W. W. WALKER, f'iee President.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
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never

correspond
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FOR SALE,
credit, by
Railroads

Chiquita.
That's what I call

to

MAIDEN

L.

PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
41 Eiulirotl Street. Ho* ton.

UNITED STATES WATCH CO.,

'J'HF.

ana

lilt.

WATCH

GILES, WALES & CO.,
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lean

THE

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS,

Houses.

goods by every

OF

(GILES, WALES 4 CO.' MARION, N. J.
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ready sales,

Consequently
receiving large invoices
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such

Feet Front—Iron aiul Glass.

WORKS

securing the choicest from

Bankrupt

One Million Acres

herself into the stall, and stood there, all
quiet and dripping!

keep

firm in the Western markets most

l.i' kity. liekity, switch, we came to the

filly Chiquita,

have been prompt-

we

of the time,

Model House.

Would vou b’iieve it? that night that boss—that ar’

Pniggists.

ND

Their effects

WAITED,

just

all

SOLITARY HABITS,
consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of thSkin; Ulcers of the Nose. Throat ami body. Pimple- uii
the Face;
Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness: Const it u
tional and other Weaknesses in >outh and the iimr. .1
vauced, at all ages, ot
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR .MARRIED.
SELF ABUSE

BOOK

p to

Sold.by

Vv il.L lit; FORFEITED 15V Di:. !,. l>!\
ptJVJy f if failing to cure in less time than any
other physician, more effectually and permanently, with
less restraint from occupation or less exposure* to all
weather, with safe
pleasant medicines.

AGENTS WASTED.-'7.o&o/!//f
Know the old ford or the Fork, that nearly got
White nouse." No opposition. Steel engravings.
Flanigan’s leaders?
gales. For circulars, address U. S. Priil.lSHixo
Rapid
Nasty in daylight, you bet, and a mighty rough Co., N. Y., Cincinnati and Chicago.
ford in’iow water!
Well, it ain’t six weeks ago that me and the Jedge
AGEIT.^,-^0 Watch tree, given
and his nevey
gratis to every live man who will act as our
truc k for that ford in the night, in the rain, and
Agent. Business light and honorable; pays $30 per
the water all round us;
day. Address Jl. Monroe Kennedy if CoPittsburgh,Fa.
I

^JJAKESTIJE^EAI^TRON^^^

CAJTION. All genuine has the name *• Pirctian
Srntrp,’ {not “Peruvian Bark, ') blown ii the ma,
A 32-nage pamphlet, sent free.
J. p. Dlnsmokk
Proprietor, ;JG Dey St., New York.

Simonton Bros. & Co.

no

do—quit

jockeys is jockeys;
And ’taint ev’ry man as can ride as knows what
a boss has got in him.

Sv RU t

AT

We believe that there are not jive men, European or
savoy—lied Briggs. Thar, Jack, that'll American, tvho are as thoroughly
acquainted as l)r.
that foolin’!
Speer with the Chinese in their own country ; we think
Nothin’ to what she kin do, when she’s got her no other man so fully conversant with the Chinese in
work cut out liefore her.
California—Harper' 84 Magazine.
Bosses is bosses, you know, and likewise, too
Sold only by subscription.
Mend for de-

lledn’t

ftRuvn^

FOR

Kniliciiit

Mtreet.

|lo«i4in

All letters requiring advice must contain
insure an ans\v>
Boston. Jan. 1 l87o~]yr
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auction.
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rariu
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SATURDAY, May H, l>.o,
clock, 1*. M. will be sold, the well
known farm, situated in North port
known as the Dea. 1’ timer farm.
This
*arm is about 1-.' mile from Saturday
Cove,on the Beech IIill road. Contains : '.acresgood land
large apple orchard.
From o’OO to .’too cords of second
growth wood in line growing condition. Buildings are a
le» story House nine
years old in good repair. Barn ’.o\ to

■

o

—

aud other out buildings. This
place is beautifully sit
uated commanding a full view of l'enobseot
Bay and I
lands in a first rate neighborhood and is
every way a de
ftirablc place. This sale is positive without limit or reserve.
Terms at sale. If stormy, sale will he postponed
to next fair day (Sunday excepted'.
SAMI 1 I l.ANK.
jwi ;
CHAS. 0.

CRARY, Auctioneer.

